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INSIDE:

Foster is Bank of Murray president

4

Murray businessman
Myles Todd can attribute race car drivers
and used car dealers
for the success his business has accumulated
over the past 20 years.
Page 1B

Joe Dick, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of the
Bank of Murray, announced today
the appointment of Charles S.
(Chuck) Foster as president and
chief operating officer.
Foster will also become a member of the Bank of Murray's board
of directors. Both appointments
become effective Feb. 1, 1992.
Dick, who will retire on Dec. 31,
1992 at normal bank retirement age
of 65, will continue as chairman of
the board. However, Foster will
advance to the chief executive position upon Dick's retirement. Dick
will remain active and supportive
of all the bank's activities in an

SPORTS:
Ron Greene's Calloway County Laker club
is still looking for their
first win of the season
mid-way through January. Page 2B

WEDNESDAY
January 15

CHUCK FOSTER

Harvey: MSU
needs business
approach to face
cuts in 1992

advistory capacity. He has been
president and CEO since July,
1967.
The Bank of Murray, with
$230,000,000 in assets, is the oldest and largest bank in Murray, and
has been recognized as one of the
nation's safest banks. The bank
employs a staff of 91, and operates
two branches in addition to its
main office.
Foster, a Mayfield native and
1969 graduate of Mayfield High
School, has been vice president and
trust officer at. the bank since
April, 1980. In addition to his
responsibilities of supervising the
trust department, he has been

responsible for other general 1976 he was employed part-Lime
in the Loan Administration Divicounsel functions for the bank.
Foster is married to the former sion of First American National
Gayle Phillips of Smyrna, Tenn. Bank in Nashville, Tn. From 1976
They are the parents of two daught- tO 1978, he worked for Coopers &
ers, Stacey, 14, and Ellen, 11, both Lybrand, CPAs in Louisville, Ky.
students at Murray Middle School. He practiced law with the firm of
The family resides at 1613 The Long & Perry, Attorneys, in Benton, Ky. from 1978 to 1980.
Lane in Murray.
A 1984 graduate of the Kentucky
An attorney and a Certified
of Banking, he is also a
School
attended
Public Accountant, Foster
Washington & Lee University and 1987 graduate of the LSU Graduate
Murray State University. He School of Banking. He is a member
recieved a B.S. degree in account- of the Kentucky and American Bar
ing from the University of Ken- Associations and the Kentucky
tucky in 1973 and a J.D. degree Society of CPAs.
from Vanderbilt University School
of Law in 1976. From 1973 to (Conrd on page 3)

TOWN MEETING ON HEALTH CARE

Ladgsr & Timm Managing Edffor

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia —
Boris N. Yeltsin is getting an
earful from demoralized shoppers as he tours Russia, and
news reports said today that he
ordered the director of one meat
factory fired for sabotaging
reform. Page 2A

STATE
FRANKFORT — Legislators
wondering when it is proper to
accept campaign contributions
and from whom they should be
accepted were provided answers
Tuesday by the General
Assembly Board of Ethics. Page
2A

SPORTS
FULTON — Murray High's
boys and girls split their games
at Fulton City Tuesday night.
Page 28

FORECAST
Tonight: Some lingering snow
flurries early. Becoming partly
cloudy late. Low zero to 5
above. Northwest wind 5 to 10
mph. Thursday: Partly sunny.
High in the mid 20s.

During an address to the Murray
State University Faculty Senate,
Kerry Harvey, chairman of the
Murray State University board of
regents, said higher education insti- tutions will need to take a business
approach when making decisions in
light of continuing budget,
constraints.
"I think higher education needs
to reorganize itself and look at the
way it does business. We need to
be more open to innovative solutions and creative ideas. We need
to bc more goal oriented," Harvey
said.
He said. when he was appointed
to the board, faculty and staff salaries were the number one priority,
but he feels all involved were too
dependent on the solution to come
from Frankfort
"I'm very pleased we were able
to make significant progress in
faculty and staff salaries. We can
make do with the money we get
from Frankfort if the manage it
properly. We have to manage our
resources just as successful
businesses do," Harvey said.
He said the university needs to
be more progressive and increasing
its recruiting efforts while doing
everything within its power to
increase enrollment.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital administrator Stuart Poston (right)joined U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
to discuss health-care issues at a forum in Mayfield Tuesday.

Hubbard addresses health care crisis
as part of nation-wide meetings Tuesday
and soon. Between 32 and 34 million Americans have no (health)
Murray Lodge./ & Tim., Staff Writer
insurance and another 60 million
MAYFIELD — U.S. Rep. Car- are underinsured. As your Conto take
roll Hubbard spoke on the issue of gressman, I'm here today
health
spiraling
control
to
steps
national health care reform to a
said.
Hubbard
costs,"
care
Mayat
crowd
standing-room-only
Meetings similar to the one in
field City Hall Tuesday.
were held across the U.S.
Mayfield
"We clearly have a health-care
Tuesday.
done
to
be
needs
Something
crisis.

By CYRUS AFZALI

The Congressional leadership
has pledged passage of health care
reform legislation," he said.
Hubbard said one proposal
before Congress is to require
employers to provide coverage or
pay an extra tax. Another is to
offer tax incentives for employers
(Cont'd on page 3)

Red Cross issues end-of-year report

Reward offered
for information

Peggy Billington, executive
director of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross, presented an indcpth report of the past
year at a meeting of the Board of
Directors held Tuesday at Holiday
Inn.
A special item noted was that the
chapter has handled some 83 military messages this year. This
increase was noted with Desert
Storm.
Billington said "these messages
included everything from illness

The Murray Ledger & Times
is offering a $300 reward for
information leading to the arrest
and conviction of person or persons who stole a newspaper rack
from the business Tuesday
night.
Residents are urged to call the
newspaper at 753-1916, the Calloway County Sheriff's Department at 753-3151 or the Murray
Police Department at 753-1621
to report any information.

1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
353.7, -0.1; below 306.9, -3.3
BARKLEY LAKE
353.4, -0.4; below 315.9, -0.4

and death, to transmittal of funds, classes to teach CPR, Standard
health and welfare reports and even First Aid and Basic Life Support
good news about the birth of a were scheduled.
Two blood drives were conchild."
The Red Cross is the major link ducted in April and October at
between a service person and his or Murray State University. "Volunher family in time of emergency at teers are the backbone of this prohome or abroad, Billington added. ject. We had help from the VocaDuring the year, the chapter has tional School during the October
certified 2,117 people who have driver, thus involving the youth.
completed safety courses. These Marjory and Rod Sanders voluninclude courses set up at plants, teered to be Blood Mobile chairschools, day care, hospital, dental men for this chapter," said
offices, banks and churches. Also Billington.

Man on the Street

Does Martin Luther King get proper and deserved recognition today?
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Bob Jackson, president of HT
Marketing in Murray, has been
selected as one of three Kentucky representatives on the
Democratic National
Committee.
Jones, Bob Slayden of the
University of Louisville, and
Wanda Clay of Greenup County
comprise the state's representatives on the national group.
"We will be representing
Governor (Brereton) Jones and
his administration on a national
level," Jackson said, adding that
he is looking forward to representing Kentucky on the key
issues facing the state ar
nation. "Health care is just one
of the issues that will be getting
a lot of focus in the 1990s,"
'
- i-added.
Jack-ad
Jackson was co-chairman of
Jones' Calloway County gubernatorial campaign. Calloway
County was the only far-western
county in the state to support
Jones during both the May
Democratic primary and the
general election in November.
Jackson's duties on the
Democratic National Committee
will also call for him to serve as
an at-large delegate to the
Democratic National Committee, set for July 1992 in New
York City.
"It'll be an interesting learning experience." Jackson said.

(L'onrd on page 2)
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Jackson named
to Democratic
Nat'l Committee
By DANIEL T. PARKER

By CYRUS AFZALI
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Ruth and Mel Day and Jean and
Henry Humbar are two husband
and wife teams in the area who are
disaster workers. Billington said
they have worked in many disasters
all over the country and would be
excellent help in time of a disaster
here. During 1991 the local Red
Cross Chapter has given help to
seven families who lost their homes by fire.
The chapter also helps as a refer((ont'd on page 2)

Court announces
state road money,
consolidates
4 fire districts
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are t; ,
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday: 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

TODD ATCHISON
No. I think we've made some
leaps in the past few years to recognize him like he should be recognized. but I think it's a little late.

TERI STEMMLE
No. I honestly don't think this
generation appreciates anything the
past generations have done. The
things they fought for we take for
granted.

PAM SCHELL
I doubt anyone sees it (his birthday) as important. King usually
doesn't come to mind unless someone or something brings it up.
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MIKE MORGAN
Younger people see him almost
as a mythical figure. He's recognized, but for someone today to say
he was a tremendous person, no.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court announced more than
$279,000 in state appropriations for
road improvements on three state
roads in the county.
According to Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weaks,
the money will be used to blacytop
portions of three highways:, •
•a 4.066-mile section of Kentucky
1836 which runs from Lynn Grove
north to the Calloway border.
•a 3.6-mile section of Kentucky
1536 which runs from Kentucky 94
to the Kentucky Lake area.
ea 1.8-mile section of Kentucky
732 which runs from Elm Grove to
the Kentucky Lake.
The court, which met Tuesday,
(Coni'd on page 3)
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Campaign contributions top issue
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Praleal Write,

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It is
pressing topic for legislators.
When is it proper to take campaign contributions and from whom
are they acceptable?
The answers were provided
Tuesday by the General Assembly
Board of Ethics even though board
members didn't like them.
The board decided it was legal
for lawmakers to accept political
contributions from ordinary citizens and political action committees at any time. But it is never
proper to accept contributions from
registered lobbyists. And it is never
permissible for a legislator to
accept a campaign contribution
Aixi the understanding that it is for
S'Ote or help on a particular item.

The opinion was designed to
clear up widespread confusion
among legislators about soliciting
and accepting campaign contributions, especially during legislative
sessions.
"I think I liked it better when
everybody thought it was illegal to
accept campaign contributions
from agybody during the sessions," 'said' boird member Tom
Isaac of Bardstown.
The board is composed of four
lawmakers and five citizen members to advise the General Assembly on ethical issues and investigate
alleged violations.
Campaign fund-raising has been
an area of special concern for many
years. The board has released two
previous opinions on the topic, but
failed to clear up the confusion.
"I have just been deluged in the

last two or three weeks on this
issue," said Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, chairman of the board.
"There's all kinds of misinformation floating around out there."
Kentucky law specifically
addresses only contnbutions /from
registered legislative lobbyists to
lawmakers. It says nothing about
political action committees, the
more recent phenomenon.
But Sen. Walter Baker, R Glasgow, said lobbyists and PACs
are designed to serve the same purpose of promoting ideas or
legislation.
"1 just really don't see the difference between lobbyists and
PACs," Baker said.
Baker pointed out the other discrepancy in the law that sitting
legislators are bound by the rules.
but challengers arc not.

(II

BUSH BATTLES FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE
WASHINGTON— President Bush plans to battle "hard and aggressively" to
win back the support of New Hampshire voters disgruntled over the economy and curious about challenger Patrick Buchanan. New Hampshire,
whose Feb 18 primary is the nation's first, gave Bush his first major victory
four years ago, but now is suffering from the recession Bush's half-dozen
appearances in southern New Hampshire today were carefully tailored to
provide sympathetic audiences — including stops at two successful plants
and a ''town meeting" in Exeter, to which only Republicans and select political independents were invited. Even so, campaign and White House officials
said they expect a high degree of voter skepticism in Bush's audiences.

On another subject, the board
decided there was nothing it could
do to pursue .a case against former
Rep. Jerry- Lundergan, a Lexington
Democrat.
Lundcrgan was convicted of a
criminal ethical violation by
accepting a state contract worth
more than $25 without competitive
bidding. Lundergan's catering company accepted a 5154,000 contract
to work an Economic Cabinet event
in Louisville in 1987.
The conviction was overturned
by the Court of Appeals because
prosecutors did not pursue the matter before the statute of limitations
expired.
The board also pursued Lundcrgan on the same case, but repeatedly delayed its own work at the
request of his attorneys so his trial
would not be prejudiced.

WE WANT AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE NOW!
Thousands of Americans rose up at town meetings across the nation (see
front page) to demand affordable health care, saying they want the same
benefits offered congressmen, criminals and people in almost every industrialized nation but their own. House Democrats sponsored the forums Tuesday to bolster support for their national health-care proposals. In cities large
and small, the Democrats' message — that the United States and South
Africa are the only industrialized nations without some form of national
health care — struck a responsive chord. "We've found an issue we can tie
around the president's neck," said Rep. Jose Serrano, who conducted a
meeting at Lincoln Hospital in the New York's South Bronx, the nation's
poorest congressional district.

'HEAD-ON COLLISION' IN PEACE TALKS

Harvey...
"Martin Luther King: The Story of a Dream"
a play about the civil rights movement in the U S
performed by

Advanced Stage Theater Company of Louisville KY
January 20, 1992, 8:00 p.m.
Johnson Theater, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
FREE ADMISSION
Presented by Murray State University
as part of the "Focus On Africa" celebration and symposium.
For more information and/or a program contact:
Eagle Gallery
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Murray State University
Murray KY 42071 (502)762-3052

(Cont'd from page 1)
"Western Kentucky needs to be
populated with an increased number of college graduates. As I
understand the funding formula,
enrollment is the primary factor.
That should be important to this
body because faculty are the best
recruiting tool of this university,"
Harvey said.
Don Kassing, vice-president for
university relations and administrative services, updated the senate on
fund-raising for the Special Events
Center.
"We probably have SI.6 million
in fund-raising for the . Special
Events Center. We continue to get
messages from Frankfort that there
won't be any new money next year.
As soon as we finish the center, we
could tic a fund-raiser with our
75th anniversary in 1997 to be tied
to academics," Kassing said.
Also during the meeting. the

1,1 t.

senate approved changes- to the
family leave and nepotism policies
after recommendation by the
senate's handbook and personnel
committee.
The family leave policy was
amended to allow faculty a nonpaid leave to care for any sick
immediate family member. Prior to
the change, it was only allowed to
care for children.
The nepotism policy governing
employment of relatives was also
ammendcd to allow the hiring of a
close relative of a university
employee who would be in a relative's immediate area of
supervision.
,The maximum time of employment would be three semesters and
would be subject to the approval of
the dean/director or appropriate
vice-president and the president
prior to beginning employment.

WASHINGTON— Israelis and Palestinians, clashing over the future of Jewish settlements in the occupied West Bank and Gaza, are making their
cases to Secretary of State James A. Baker III after he re-emerged from the
sidelines in a bid to rejuvenate the Mideast peace conference. Baker unexpectedly summoned the Syrian and Lebanese negotiators for a pep talk
Tuesday night and scheduled similar sessions with the Israelis and leaders
of a joint Jordanian-Palestinian team today. "It seems the Israeli-Palestinian
negotiations have come to a head-on collision" over Israel's refusal to stop
settling Jews in the predominantly Arab West Bank and Gaza Strip, said
Palestinian spokeswoman Hanan Ashraw; following a two-hour negotiating
session Tuesday. "It got pretty hot in the room," an Israeli participant said.
He added that the Palestinians stopped short of presenting the Israelis with
an ultimatum, but "they got pretty carried away."

YELTSIN ASKS FOR PATIENCE
ST. PETERSBURG, Russia — Boris N. Yeltsin is getting an earful from
demoralized shoppers as he tours Russia, and news reports said today that
he ordered the director of one meat factory fired for sabotaging reform. Consumers are angry that in addition to soaring prices, the Russian president's
efforts to spur a shift to a market-based economy have not put more goods
on the shelves. Yeltsin has vowed not to back away from the reforms and is
urging patience, saying they eed six to eight months to produce results. "All
civilized countries have gone through this," Yeltsin told about 300 people in
front of a sewing factory Tuesday in the city of Novozybkov, about 240 miles
southwest of Moscow.

U-TURN PROVIDES BREAK IN SERIAL KILLINGS
RIVERSIDE, Calif. — An illegal U-turn and a drive past a suspected prostitute yielded the arrest of a paroled Texas chilg killer in two of 19 slayings of
hookers and drug users, authorities sairWilliam Lester Suff, 41, was
charged Tuesday with murdering two women whose bodies were found
Sept. 13 and Dec. 23. Police said he was under investigation in the rest of
the string of slayings since 1986 in Riverside County. "We're all relieved
that an end to these killings is in sight," said Police Chief Linford "Sonny"
Richardson. Suff's former neighbors said the county stock clerk had passed
himself off as a policeman. And relatives of the 19 victims have long said
they believed the killer may have posed as a police officer to win his prey's
trust.

Red Cross...
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Wont'd from page I)
ral service. Billington said "people
come to us with their problems and
we see that they go to the right
place to get help or we find the
information they need. We've done
approximately 104 referrals this
year."
In the Youth service., approximately 700 were enrolled in the
Red Cross Learn to Swim program
in 1991.
Basic Aid Training for the fourth
grade students in this area's
schools was held. During 1991 the
chapter taught approximately 450
students.
"Without the help of volunteers,
the Red Cross could not function in
Calloway County," Billington said.
A dinner to honor volunteers was
held Sept. 23, 1991
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Kelly criticizes cost-overrun remedy
Associated Prose dirtier

FRANKFORT, Ky. — In their
grab for greater oversight, lawmakers may put the brakes on highway
work, Kentucky's transportation
chief warned.
Transportation Secretary Don
Kelly on Tuesday criticized a law
that, beginning this July 1, would
halt highway projects that exceed
the cost estimate contained in the
state's six-year road plan by 15
percent.

The legislature adopted the restr- still maintain a viable transporta"The major concern ... is that
projects, good projects, can be iction two years ago, largely in tion program," Kelly said.
stopped," Kelly told the Senate response to unhappiness with Gov.
The limit
Wallace Wilkinson's transportation den, Kelly presents an undue burTransportation Committee.
said, because road con"Is 15 percent worth stopping a policies.
struction
is
an "inexact science."
In his first appearance before the
project for? 1 think there are
Unforeseen variables, such as
focused
Kelly
secretary,
instances when it may well be and panel as
much of his attention on the cost- environmental regulations, can
others when it may not be."
Had the law been in effect in overrun limit. He told the senators inflate a project's cost, he said.
Sen. Kim Nelson, the committee
1990 and 1991, it would have he would recommend changing the
chairman,
vented what he called
halted 211 phases of highway 15 percent limit, but told reporters the
legislature's
frustration with the
reviewstill
was
he
that
work, or 36 percent of all author- afterward
cabinet
for
the road plan
stacking
alternatives.
several
ing
the
Smith,
David
said
ized work,
with
that
later were
projects
"We believe that we can provide
cabinet's assistant state highway
for
dropped
lack
of
money.
and
desire,
you
accountability
the
engineer for planning.

Hubbard addresses...
(Cont'd from page 1)
to offer workers health plans.
Stuart Poston, administrator of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
said he feels the solution is to get
more employers to come up with
money to pay for insurance on a
sharing program where both the
employee and the company would
pay a portion of the costs.
"We've got the best and if we
start tinkering with it, we're going
to mess it up. My recommendation
is to try to get all the people who
are employers in this game together
in a large .setting and put the minds
to work to come up with a program
that will help the most Americans.
In my opinion, there is enough
money to do that without more taxes," Poston said.
Poston said as one of only two
public hospitals in the area,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
does many things for the region
without the support of the local

government.
"We give away almost one-third
of our services. We discount Medicare and Blue Cross and Blue
Shield and give away health care
and uncollectable accounts. No one
is paying their fair share except
those who are fortunate enough to
have insurance," Poston said.
Poston said while the cost of
health care keeps rising and the
state is covering more individuals,
more employers are dropping
insurance for the employees.
"Employers should be required
in most cases to provide insurance.
If they can't a tax should be set up
so we could have a pool. We need
some basic plans where middle
income people can afford them.
The government needs to get
involved so everyone one will be
covered in catastrophic cases,"
Poston said.
"In my opinion, the Medicare
program should be put on a means

also praised the qualifications of
Foster, stating the board feels
extremely comfortable with the
selection and is glad to have someone so involved in the community
as president.
Dick further stated, "We have
always been a hometown, community oriented bank, hiring local people and being managed by a local
board. We want to continue this
process in the future, while offering a full array of banking services
to serve the needs of the city and
county in an even greater way. I
look forward to working very
closely with Chuck during the
remainder of this year, and to providing any assistance beyond my
retirement."
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Court...
(Cont'd from page 1)
also voted to consolidate four of
the counties fire districts into one,
Weaks said.

The districts — Clayton Creek,
Concord, Cherry Corner and Pro\ i
dence — will now be known
Fire District #2, Weaks said.
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Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you kivw that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hoid a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C.in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at-Life University and graduated with honors Tu_
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
j Painful Joints
L:1 Headaches
Back Pain
_1 Shoulder Pain
Arthritis
U
1 Neck Pain
3
U Arm/Z,eg Pain
jBursitis
=I Stiffness
J Cold Hands,Feet
Ii Hip Pain
J Numbness
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

Bacon

Bacon

Turkey Breast

Firemen from the Murray Fire Department responded a trailer fire and a
smoke investigation Tuesday night. At 9:17 p.m., the department was called
to 811 S. Fourth St. A woman had plugged an electric blanket into an extension cord plugged the cord into the wall. The cord caught fire and the fire
spread to the curtains causing it to engulf the structure. The fire was extin9uished with a booster line. At 10:40 p.m. firemen responded to a snNke
investigation at 500 N. Fifth St. Firemen failed to find anything in the hodse
after an investigation. It appeared the smell of smoke was a flue next door
was entering the home through the roof causing the smell

In accepting the new position,
Foster commented, "I appreciated
the confidence expressed in me by
Mr. Dick and the Board of Directors. Banking today is a challenging and competitive business, but I
was excited by this opportunity.
We have a well trained and professional staff at the Bank of Murray
and with their efforts we will provide the financial services necessary to meet the needs of Calloway
Countians. Murray is my home,
and the people here are my friends
and neighbors. The Bank of Murray has for over 100 years been a
good citizen of this community,
and I pledge that we will continue
our commitment to the betterment
of Murray and Calloway County."

!jaiup
Classics, Franks or
Original Wieners

FIREMEN RESPOND TO TWO *CALLS

Sm

include Murray Chamber of Commerce board of directors (1987-91);
Murray Acts, Inc., board member
and treasurer (1985-89); MurrayCalloway County Hospital board of
directors (1989); Murray Independent Schools Foundation for Excellence, board of directors (1987-present, president 1990-91); Murray
Country Club board of directors
(1990-9s); member First Baptist
Church, wills and trust committee,
finance committee: Leadership
Murray class of 1985; MurrayCalloway County Library board of
trustees and treasurer"(1984-87).
In announcing the appointment
on behalf of the board of directors,
Dick reiterated the bank's desire to
promote deserving employees. He

(Conrcl from page 1)
Always extremely interested and
committed to community activities,
Foster has had a wide variety of
civic involvements, including serving as mayor of Murray in 1988
and 1989. He has been a Murray
city councilman since 19,85, serving as mayor pro-tem since 1988.
He served as a member of the Murray Planning and Zoning Commission (1984-88), the Murray State
University Racer Club president
(1988-89), and MSU Racer Club
Board of Directors (1986-89).
Foster has been a member of the
Murray Rotary Club since 1980, a
member of the Rotary Board of
Directors since 19865 and currently
is club president. Other activities
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Local News Roundup

test so those that could afford it have to pick up the tab somewould pay a larger portion of their where," Alvis said.
(costs). The government has promVastecn Reeves of Hickory said
ised people on Medicare more than he could not understand how the
it could afford," Poston said.
cost of a lengthy hospital stay
Poston said the fact that nursing could approach the cost of an aversalaries are rising faster than age home.
almost any sector because of the
"Recently a fellow had a bypass
increasing demand is partly responthat costs him $55,000. I
surgery
costs.
health-care
rising
sible for
"We can cut costs, but whether see the lavish living of some and
you will be satisfied, I doubt it, wonder how they have time to
because we are spoiled," Poston spend their money," Reeves said.
T.J. Alexander of Paducah said
said.
he
feels the creation of jobs would
of
Harry Alvis, administrator
ayfield's Community Hospital play a key role in solving the
said rapid changes in health care crisis.
"Taxes pay the bills. The govtechnology are also responsible for
ernment is the people and it takes
rising costs.
"When you're sick you want the money. The control should be put
best-trained physicians which costs on the medical profession so we
money. When state-of-the-art tech- can afford it. Eighty percent of the
nology changes every three years wealth is controlled by people 55
and you demand it, that also drives and over. We trying to tax to death
the cost up. Americans demand people trying to buy homes and
quality helath care, but you will have children," he said.

Foster named CEO...
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include
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will
test, a
neurological
chiropractic
test,
Jrthopedie
a chiropractic
examination
an
check,
alignment
blood pressure test, a spinal
strengthfor restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscie
results.
the
discuss
ness test, and a private consultation to
and
patient
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:"The
refuse
to
right
a
has
payment
for
any other person responsible
payment for any
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for
is performed as
which
treatment
or
examination
other services,
the advertiseto
responding
a result of and within 72 hours of
treatment".
or
examination
service
free
the
for
ment
759-1118
Dr. Dennis L. Betaken
Chiropractor

4AI)*

Heskett Chiropractic Center'"
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
6,1
For Accidents or Personal Injury
753-4304
Call
Weekends,
or
After Hours
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PERSPECTIVE
Murray Ledger & Times

One of those feel good' things

DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing Editor

WALTER L. APPERSON
TED DELANEY
v

people perish.•

Washington

Today

Economists say Bush
but barely
will win
By TOM RAUM
Now. Analysis
An Assockitod
T.., economist David Wyss. the choice of a DemoWASiil\GruN
;ratic chal.encer to Pr:s den; Eit.sh Ma!. he irrelevant. Bush will win next
53 percent margin.
•
^:.
ntics. not politics.
r•ased
economy performs exactly as predicted
Lexington. Mass., economic consulting firm
economist.
the economy will begin to recover by late
H. 7g.ci.liat:on
or early surnfrCr
of how thc arc doing We model that by
%.;:: 07. '.!".,2
a; •.+.731 s happening to inflation and real incomes in the year prior
tt-..c eiect.or," Wyss said.
A malhen:,:tical mo&I that Wyss claims has correctly predicted every
s•7•: :°2.S CACC7: one --- the l'*0 race in which
is now projecting the nar-are'v beat Rh.r Ntrr
K
•the Democrat? -T h.:. makes ye2,• little difference. It's
to win or lose. Peop-i.e vote for or against the
e.ector,
:he .7.surriber.H
.neurnb.ent • \,V‘ss said.
Th.:, year.'Anon the economy has become the foremost issue, economic
s and nro:eet!ors abound, creating an urea' relationship between
—
at a recent \+.*.rie House neAs et,nfc%7ce why he trusted his
"thev've been so wrong." President Bush
2.7 answer
cc
at not just my economic
buck and
B ..e (:vp prognostcators and I think many. including
- -s: vou're ta.king to. have been wrong."
cc iiouse eLonomist, Michael Boskin. had insisted until
•
had ended last spring.
re(
:7.••
F.::/water expressed exasperation on
s.de7.t. st,okesinar
comment on views by some economists that a
ask•ed
a: 4.
..- package could hurt, not hclp, the economy.
economists on a4 sides of these issues," Fitzwater

WASHINGTON — First things
first. The first question to be asked
of any proposition that conies from
the United Nations is: Who needs
this?
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee recently revived the
U.N.'s International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights. For
some reason known only to himself, Chairman Claiborne Pell,
D-R.I., is hot to get the agreement
through the Senate. Presumably it
will make him feel good. That is
certainly a noble purpose, worthy
of universal support, but apart from
the senator: Who needs the thing?
Not the United States of America. This gauzy document has the
gummy feeling of a wet spiderweb.
Friends of the covenant say it
merely restates the great principles
of our own Bill of Rights and
extends them throughout the world.
If this were true, ratification might
be defended.
It is not true. The covenant
attempts to echo our Bill of Rights
but it yodels off-key. A dozen provisions are worded with such feckless ineptitude that they virtually
invite the embrace of pettifogging
lawyers everywhere.
The United Nations adopted the
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights in December 1966. President Carter sent it to the Senate in
February 1978. The Foreign Relations Committee held three days of

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
hearings in November 1979. The
document had been lying there
doggo until this past Nov. 20, when
Sen. Pell came to life, or appeared
to do so. It is not always easy to
tell.
Article 6.5 would prohibit capital punishment for crimes cornminded by persons under 18. The
provisions would trespass upon the
laws of half our states — laws that
have been upheld by the Supreme
Court.
Article 10.3 says that juvenile
offenders "shall" be segregated
from adults. This may be sound
penology, but it is not always possible to arrange confinement so
conveniently.
Article 14.1 says that the press
may be excluded from otherwise
public trials "for reasons of morals,
public order ... or when the interest
of the private lives of the parties so
requires." These are rubber-band
reasons; they could be stretched to
encompass the proceedings of any
kangaroo court anywhere.
Article 17.1 is altogether typical

of the fog that envelops the United
Nations: "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful
interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to
unlawful attacks on his honor and
reputation."
Honor and reputation? In the
context of criminal libel, what does
this language mean? The provision
evokes fragrant memories of the
Sedition Act of 1798, which sought
to punish anyone who engaged in
"false, scandalous and malicious
writings" about the president and
members of Congress. A Virginia
editor called John Adams a "professed aristocrat" and wound up on
trial. Who needs this?
In Article 19.2 the covenant
asserts a full-blown right to freedom of expression for "ideas of all
kinds." Then the covenant takes it
all back in 19.3 Freedom of
expression may be subject to such
restrictions as are "necessary" to
respect the reputations of others
and to protect public morals.
There is more. A feel-good pro-

vision in Article 20 would prohibit
"any propaganda for war." Let the
senator square that curious clause
with our commitment to freedom of
speech and freedom of the press.
"Everyone shall have the right to
hold opinions without interference." What is meant by
"interference"?
Had enough? The document
demands steps "to ensure equality
of rights and responsibilities of
spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution." How
did this get to be the business of
the United Nations?
At the November hearing,
Richard Shifter from the State
Department spoke for the Bush
administration. He presented a
comprehensive package of reservations, understandings, declarations
and statements. Their effect would
be to ratify the covenant by nullifying its most potent provisions.
The Schifter package raises a
fair question: If the U.N. covenant
is acceptable only with so many
"reservations," why adopt it at all?
Why go through the dumb show?
Well, we are told, 99 other nations
already have ratified the thing, and
it would be politically correct for
us to join the agreeable gang.
That strikes me as the worst of
all reasons for adding this covenant
to the supreme law of our land. If
we don't need it, we ought not to
buy it.
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:oo many people look upon projections as
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.s go.rg 10 be perhaps the most important thing in
:::re ;s .1;S.) a lo: Bush can do to get the economy

not for one reason or another shown himself
' " -g a vision, for the future that people can relate to,''
Bat he said. :ha: could change if Bush gives a strong State of
'7 ';.C.
NI.hae: [vans. who owns a Washington. D.C., forecasting
servi;:e. sass he also he.:;eves Bush can turn things around. "I'm one of
'the o,dLrne hc.cscrs in tax c'..t_s lf- you give people more money, they'll
E.:‘,ans sa,•.4. Bush so far has shown ':he's not on top of things"-but still
take actIons to :um the economy around. But. "they'll prob:r t
a died
eA.C7', Sinai, chief econonst for the Boston
L
anotri
777,:. have waned too long since it can take
for many 7,:7,-;:,"i.cs to take effect.
%._7‘ .2.:e :0 the troubles of the economy." Sinai said.
peot':e vote their pocketbooks. When times arc
• the :ncurn'•,ent. when times are bad they vote against
•
of DRI-MGraw Hill.
.-.flatior and real incomes seem to have a bearing on
and. oddly. not unemployment levels.
• Bash vvl get credit for low inflation," Wyss said. "But he's going to
be hurt by ;icorne growth. which is going to be soft, even with the
recoye7,
saying that Bush should get about 53 percent given
"k gnt now,
our econorrac forecast."
But. he adds. "That's really not a comfbnable margin for an

State Editorial Roundup

•

The State Journal. Frankfurt:
Despite economic r-,ard tirr and stagnant state tax revenues, it is good
that Gov. Brereton Jones tIM't abandoned some fairly grand ideas for his
term of office.
One of those ideas is a SIO0 million investment, in the form of repair
and new construction, to the state parks system. He said on a recent television interview that declining interest rates make a 5100 million bond
issue to finance such a massive program attractive. He's correct, and the
long-range economic benefits from such an investment are exactly what
should be kept in mind as the proposal is developed.
The governor was also being realistic when he said the parks system
renovation may have to be delayed for two years until the state's revenue
prospects improve. This year, finding a spare S10 million-a-year to
finance any bond issue is going to be practically impossible. By 1994.
however, there almost certainly will be enough growth in taxes to squeeze
out the debt financing -on just such a project.
And. anyone remotely familiar with the state parks system understands
the need for major work.
Once Considered to have one of the nation's premier state parks systems. Kentucky has rested too long on itS laurels while other, neighboring
states went forward developing their own, newer parks systems. Residents
of Michigan. Indiana and Ohio — once so prevalent in the cabins and
rooms of Kentucky's state parks — now have alternatives in their home
States.
Tour-Wei has 'become fat more of Kentucky's ace in the hole than its
faltering coal industry ever was, but we have gone about developing its
potential and promoting the state's attractions at best in a piecemeal manner. Jones would be Wise to use the 1992-94 period to undertake a wideranging. substantive study of what the parks system needs and then to put
a development program in full operation before he leaves office. In hard
times. it could be the best long-range economic legacy he could leave
Kentucky.

-

*IN? WE ARE WHERE WE ARE

Brown, you'd better wake up
We all have feelings. And while I
have a thick hide, my feelings can be
hurt
So I was really deeply pained when
I got a call from the media spokesperson for Ron Bown,national chairman
of the Democratic Party , and she said
some of my recent columns have been
the "most terribly unfair things" she
has ever read.
She was referring to my observation that it was really dumb of Brown
and the party to pressure Mario
Cuomo to either run in the New
Hampshire primary or withdraw as a
candidate.
What hurt was not that she said the
columns were "terribly unfair."
It was that her remarks made it clear
that she and Ron Brown hadn'4,wd
many of my columns. My ego was
wounded.
Anyone who is familiar with my
babblings would know that on my
personal l -to-10 scale of Terrible
Unfairness, those were about a 3 or
maybe a 4.
Dozens of previous victims could
come forward and tell the chairman
and his irate spokesperson:"Brown,if
you' think that little jab was terribly
unfair, you should read what that
lousy (deleted) wrote about me."
But maybe its because Brown
works out of Washington. where they
use such long words and convoluted
sentences that its sometimes hard to
tell if you are being treated unfairly or
hailed as a saint.
It now appears that Brown has been
telling political ins.iders that he had
nothing to do with Cuomo's decision
to withdraw.
If that's the case, its all the more
reason for him to find another line of

1ZOYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
work. As party chairman, he should of
dragged Cuomo into New Hampshire.
What does a party chairman do? Just
sit in a chair?
And a recent poll in New Hampshire should tell him why.
But first, about an earlier poll:
A few days after Cuomo said he
wasn't running, a respected New
Hampshire pollster asked Democratic
voters which of the six remaining
candidates they preferred.
There was a tie at 25 percent
between Paul Tsongas, the former
Massachusetts senator, and Gov. Bill
Clinton of Arkansas. The other four
didn't do as well as "undecided."
Then a group of Chicagoans, led by
political consultant Phil Krone,
formed a draft Cuomo Committee and
said they would start a write-in cam-

paign in New Hampshire.
So this week the pollster went back
and asked again. But this time he
included Cuomo, as a write-in candidate.
Jaws (trapped in New Hampshire.
And Washington. And New York.
The second poll had Cuomo leading with 37 percent and Clinton
slumping to second place, with only
14 percent. The others got a smidgen
each.
So jaws really dropped in the
Clinton crowd. And his media hucksters quickly made plans to spend a
small fortune to bombard the defenseless New Hampshirites with TV commercials saying what a peerless statesman Clinton is.
Although most politicians arid political columnists live by polls, I've

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the Writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

never trusted them. That's because
Chicagoans don't trust strangers who
ask how they vote and have often lied
and turned polls upside down.
But maybe New Hampshire folks
are more open. If so, even with the
usual plus-and-minus error margin, it
would indicate that Cuomo could
make a good showing in that state
without having to clutch hands, spew
TV sound bites or munch on homemade cookies for the cameras.
I've also said many times that too
much emphasis is placed on the New
Hampshire primary. But it's the
Democratic leadership, or what passes for it, that has let the party's many
factions create this nutty primary
system and schedule. And the
Washington pundits go along with it.
They have a right to choose their
favorite chaos.
However, Krone and others have a
right to horn in. And tha'ts what
they're dong. The draft Cuomo campaign is picking up steam, not only in
Chicago, but in other parts of the
country. All day San -day, volunteers
and some of the prospective Cuomo
delegates will gather at the campaign's office, 36 S. State St in
Chicago, for a combined rallystrategy session.
Some have already said they are
planning to go to New Hampshire to
drum up write-in votes. As volunteers
they are responsible for their own
long underwear.
If Chairman Brown wants to stop
by at the gathering, he will be welcomed. Do him good to meet somebody besides Washington pundits.
They'll even give the chairman a
chair to sit in, although not in the front
row.

ONE.
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Workers offered incentive
By PAUL A. DRISCOLL
Associated Press Miter

Douglas Brown hadn't owned an
American-made car for 15 years
when the news of General Motors'
dramatic cutbacks finally got to
him.
The Greenwich, Conn., businessman not only went out and bought
a Cadillac. He made it much easier
for his 50 employees to buy
American.
Brown, president of Brown Paper Co., announced he would pay
51,000 to any employee who buys
or leases an American-made car
this year.
In the wake of President Bush's
trip to Japan, employers are lending an unexpected hand to the Big
Three automakers. Similar ideas
recently came to an Illinois insurance agent, an Ohio doctor and a
county legislator in Buffalo, N.Y.
Automakers could use the boost.
Early January sales of domestically
made vehicles fell 6.2 percent from
depressed 1991 levels. And last
month, GM said it will close 21
plants and lay off 74,000 workers
to stem huge losses.
For some employers, though, it
was the trip by the president and
the Big Three's chief executives to
win Japanese trade concessions that

moved them to action.
"I think President Bush's efforts
are admirable," said insurance
agent Ralph Swank, "but I think it
is up to the American people to
help, and we can hope that our
little effort will be a land swell."
Swank offered $1,000 to
employees of his Waukegan, Ill.,
insurance agency toward the purchase of a new, American-made car.
"It is urgent for the American
people to recognize the value of
American-made automobiles," he
said, noting that the eight cars
owned by his companies were
made in this country. "There is no
reason for us to buy foreign cars
when there are so many great
American cars."
Maybe so, but this wasn't Susan
Thompson's way of thinking until
her boss, Douglas Brown, came up
with his $1,000 offer.
"My attitude on American cars
was, 'Ugh, I'll never buy American," she said. "Because up until
the time I bought a Japanese car, I
always had problems."
That extra S1,000 made her think
again, and now she's planning to
buy a Pontiac. Four of her coworkers also are considering the
offer, Brown said.
Eileen McCauley, a Brown Paper
Co. sales representative who views

the offer differently, said: "I don't
like seeing people lose their jobs,
and I'd like to see our country better itself. But I'd like to be sure
they have a good product out."
Dr. William Lippy of Warren,
Ohio, said the idea to offer
employees incentives came to him
as he was watching "the embar
rassment of the government trying
to sell American cars to Japan"
during Bush's trip there.
"I looked at a map. Japan is a
small island. Then I looked at a
picture of Japan. It is filled with
cars," he said. "I honestly don't
think there's a markei"
Lippy is offering $200 to buy a
used, American-made car, $400 to
buy a new car and $600 to buy a
new car made at a nearby General
Motors plant.

a buyer would save $150.
The plan will be put to a vote in
February.
Paul Henning, sales manager at a
Chevrolet agency in the county,
said of the idea, "If they are on the
fence between a Toyota or a
Chevy, this might do the trick."
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He said he has enlisted 20 other
employers in the area who are
offering the same deal to their
workers. So far, he said, 100 people said they plan on taking the
incentivo.
Ralph Mohr had a different idea
on how to help the U.S. auto industry. The Erie County, N.Y., legislator, proposed giving people who
buy American cars a break on their
county sales tax. On a $15,000 car,

Group blames administration
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan and Bush administrations
have manipulated war coverage so
drastically that the American public
has a distorted picture of conflicts
from Grenada to the Gulf, according to study released today by the
Center for Public Integrity.
Curbs on the press are so extensive that White House and Pentagon leaders are violating the
Defense Department's own information guidelines, says the center,
a non-profit organization founded
by former ABC and CBS television
news producer Charles Lewis to
examine ethics-related issues in
Washington.
The government's guidelines say
"propaganda has no place" in Pentagon public affairs programs and
that the office's "sole purpose" is
to expedite the flow of information.
But the Pentagon "has tried to
hide the true face of war by controlling the images of the conflict,
frequently with the cooperation of
the media," said the report,
"Under Fire: U.S. Military Restrictions on the Media."
The Pentagon has repeatedly
denied that constraints on press
coverage stem from political considerations. Limiting access,
reviewing reporters' stories and
other restrictions are aimed solely
at protecting the lives of American
soldiers, the Defense Department
has said.
The report disagreed, and said
the news media must share the
blame.
While reporters and editors complained about media restrictions in
the Gulf War, "in the end many of
them presented precisely the data
and images that the White House
and the Defense Department
wanted," said the study.
The study said that:
—Private video firms producing
Gulf War programs presenting the
U.S. military in a positive light
were given greater access to the
field than journalists.
—In Grenada, the Pentagon hid
the fact that U.S. planes had
bombed a mental hospital after
mistaking it for a military
installation.
—In Panama, friendly fire killed
or wounded more than a dozen soldiers, a fact that didn't emerge
until six months after the invasion.
—The Bush administration acted
from political motivations when

SNAPAII

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
XENIX(/'WNW F011 RUYAN RESOURCES

barring the news media from Dover
Air Force Base during the arrival
of caskets carrying troops killed in
the Gulf War.
The most exciting images from
the Gulf were the Pentagon's carefully selected videos of precisionguided bombs demolishing their
targets, the study noted. After the
war, it came out that only 8.8 percent of the bombs dropped by the
United States had precisionguidance systems.
The U.S. government adopted
the Thatcher government's strict
controls on the media from the
1982 Falkland Islands war, said the
study.

U.S. journalists were kept off
Grenada during the first two days
of the 1983 invasion. In Panama,
the Pentagon activated the media
pool so late that journalists missed
the initial hours of the conflict.
When they finally got there, they
were kept on a U.S. base for hours.
In the Persian Gulf, not a single
journalist accompanied American
forces that left for Saudi Arabia on
Aug. 7, 1990. The Pentagon had
not activated the press pool.
Decisions "were politically
motivated, going far beyond what
was needed to protect military
operations or troops," said the
report.

Hurry In for our electronic sewing machine trade-up sale. The time is perfect to
update your AthenaTN, Singers first electronic sewing machine, with a brand new
electronic machine. Stop in and see the exciting new features available.

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
Bel-Air Shopping Center
APPRCIVED DEALER

753-5323
1.111A
1
7

Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

DIECOVER

BAR-B-U

B

BURGERS
CPT
MO'
• 1E1

Get Your FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

•

„fira

5

-

Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food BarS Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
4. SUPER SAVINGS SPECIAL!
PRICE ROLLED BACK
THIS WEEK ONLY!

Is your subscription
running out?

Hamburger, Fries & si 99
Med. Drink

SOS ChriatMit SI. Murray

Would you like to subscribe to
the Murray Ledger & Times?

Place Aln't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food

753- II

r

If so, stop by our front office and
pay for a 6 month or 1 year
renewal or new subscription. And
we'll give you a 1992 Farmers'
Almanac FREE!
(While Supplies Last)
the

Murrcry Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray
9
•

YES,
I would like to have my FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac. Please
enter my subscription, or renewal for (please check one).

20% OFF

Out of Town Subscription
U Six Months

O One Year

$54.50
$64.50

Local Subscription

O Six Months
•One Year

$28.50
$57.00

GREAT PERM SALE
ott al perms ,e .elyizers
lodes shampoo haircut and
style Long hax and design
oiraps extra
Solo prices alhactiva through

NAME
ADDRESS

Saturday, January 25th

CITY

A&A
Auto Rental

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
I:I:4

•

••••,

East Main St.
753-4461

117i4:11

PHONE

ey
enn
JCP
Salon
Styling
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
SEBASTIAN
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
2V-2:ATI
No AppofnIrnonf Necessary
CI912. JCP•moy Company, Mc
Or Call 759-981?

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-1.916
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and garlic I minute, remove, add 2
Tbs. oil and fry half of pork 3-5
minutes. Remove and fry remaining pork. Return pork, onion and
garlic to wok, add noodles and
pour oyster sauce, mixed with soy
sauce, and sugar into a smooth
sauce, over all. Using 2 spatulas,
toss and stir fry 3-4 minutes until
thoroughly coated and heated thru.

Chicken Livers & Mushrooms
Stir Fried Pork and Noodles
6 slices bacon, diced
1 bunch (6-8) green onions.
1 - 6 oz. pkg. Ramen noodles
(discard flavorpacket)
sliced
I lb. pork tenderloin - thinly
1 lb. chicken livers
1 lb. fresh mushrooms, sliced
sliced to small strips
10 green onions. cut in 1 inch
1 c. white wine
taste
to
pepper
white
and
lengths
Salt
covwell,
to marinade, toss to coat
2 cloves garlic, minced
Saute bacon and onion until
er and chill at least 1 hour. In large
and
bacon
6 Tbs. oyster sauce
Remove
is
crisp.
bacon
skillet, melt 2 Tbs. margarine.
grease
drain
and
2 Tbs. soy sauce
grease
from
onion
and
e
marinad
from
Remove livers
Return
skillet.
tsp. sugar
wash
1
not
saute 10 minutes or until done. off, but do
livadd
to
Tbs. veg. oil
4
skillet,
onion
and
bacon
e
marinad
Add water to remaining
Cook noodles (boil 21/2
(1/4 c.) and stir. Heat marinade ers, mushrooms and white wine.
rinse in cold water,
with livers until simmering. Serve Season to taste. Simmer until livers minutes), drain,
Tbs. oil in wok or
2
Heat
reduced
aside.
is
liquid
set
and
done
are
).
with rice (4 servings
fry green onion
stir
skillet,
large
rice
May serve over

January, as I see it, isn't good
for much of anything — just bills,
taxes, depressing weather, diets and
cabin fever.
This is when I usually devote
myself to clearing out the sucks of
magazines I've collected, snipping
out recipes and saving instructions
for some project I'll probably never
undertake, and I generally do a bit
of business with Ma Bell and 'chat
up' old friends.
This past weekend was spent in
such a manner and the discovery of
a new Ramen noodle recipe immediately prompted a call to an old
friend and neighbor. It's not often
you connect with neighbors as
closely as we.did with these folks.
She loved to cook and he was
addicted to golf, so we hit it off
instantly and shared many 'adventures' together.
They had both become great fans
of the Ramen noodles (those inexpensive oriental noodles and seasoning packets that are quick and
easy to fix) while stationed in Germany with the military. Every new
recipe that used these noodles (or
could be adapted to use them) was
immediately added to her
co lection.
We shared many meals, usually
last minute affairs, and the best
meal I've eer eaten, she prepared
(chicken livers, mashed potatoes
and gravy and canned spinach —
delivered hot and served the evening I came home from a week long.
post-surgery stay in the hospital).
We all loved chicken livers and so
a recipe for these was also greeted
-with enthusiasm.
Two of our most memorable
'adventures' involved our fence.
Both yards were bordered across
the back by very old overgrown
shrubs mixed with small trees and
tied together with a rusty broken
wire fence. Although a haven for
birds, it was full of stickers and
thorns that attracted their two-yearold son. Dinner conversation over
many winter meals sparked a plan
to tear up all the old bushes and
replace the mess witha cedar privacy fence.
As soon as the spring rains
cleared we got underway and spent
several weekends cutting and clearing brush. By late May we were
ready to fence and a truckload of
materials was delivered. Although
it rained that Friday. Saturday was
bright and clear and we squished
through the mud, setting posts and
mixing concrete.
As the day wore on and we wore
out, clouds began gathering in the
west and with only 6 posts to go,
drops of rain sprinkled us, causing
us to pause and then decide to keep
going. We kept on as the rain
began in earnest, causing the torn
uprooted ground to become a mud
wrestler's dream. We took turns
slipping and sliding in the mud and
the last two posts were set in a
blinding downpour that drenched
us all to the skin. We ended up
covered in mud and looking like
drowned rats. The last fencepost
still sits a little crooked.
Later that summer, we girls took
our old little pickup to the sawmill
..for a load of mulch, to use around
our lovely new fence. It was almost
more than the ancient truck could
take and we drive the 20 miles
home at about 10 m.p.h. with no
air conditioning, in 90 degree heat.
and the windows rolled up due to
the tiny fragments of pine bark
blowing all around us. We decided
we must look like Charlie Brown's
friend, Pigpen, rolling down the
highway.
We saw a filling station ahead
through the cloud of dust surrounding us and with tongues hanging
out, pulled in for a soda. A Pepsi
truck had passed us some minutes
before and was parked near the
vending machines. We exploded
out of the oven-like cab of that
truck, gasping for air and covered
with brown crud. The Pepsi man
took us in with one glance, then
grinned and asked, "Ladies are
those flowers really worth it?"
We mutually agree. some of our
happiest years were spent next door
to these best-ever neighbors. In the
cold dismal days of January, it's a
bright spot to share a warm
moment on the phone with-3friend,
telling of new adventures and
swapping recipes.
Here are some favorites we've
exchanged over the years.

Deviled Chicken Livers
Marinade:
1/4 c. catsup
1 Tbs. cider vinegar
1 tsp, dry mustard
2 tsp. Worchestershire sauce
1 clove garlic, crushed
1/8 BP. PPM
Combine and stir until smooth.
Cut 1 lb. chicken livers in half, add

.4`
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4
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Home Owned O
Home Operated

Storey's
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*We Accept US Govt.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street,
To Limit Quantities
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Skillet Ramen
1 lb. ground beef
1 pkg. Ramen noodles, any
flavor
1 large onion, chopped
1 can (151/2 oz ) stewed

tomatoes
I can whole kernel corn
Salt and pepper to taste
Brown beef, drain off grease.
Add tomatoes and corn with all
their liquid, break up noodles and
add with seasoning packet to liquid, cook until liquid is absorbed
and all is heated through (simmer
about 5 minutes). Quick, easy and
delicious. A great after work family meal with a salad.
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Horoscopes
based on your tn...n
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. bill you 95cents
y
will
compan
phone
Your
C
date of birth.call I -9(8)-988-7781
a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are loyal, hard-working and very expressive.
These Capricorns'feelings run deep and they are not shy about showing their
emotions. Proud of their homes, they will do everything possible to protect
them. Children have a very special place in these Capricoms' hearts. They
have a knack for bringing out the best in young people. A career in teaching.
social work or pediatric medicine is a strong possibility. Wise parents will be
supportive of these children's ambitious goals.
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Saturday. The Human

WE'VE GOT LOTS
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UBLATE STOR
-DO
EY'S
NOW
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer s coupons,
up to SOC. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.
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-DOUBLE COUPONS-

tA GOOD WED., IAN. 15TH TABU TOES., IAN. 21ST
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PAPER TOWELS
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WHOLE

SLICER INTO PORK STEAKS

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
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To order a revised and updated Lop) or learir Dixon..hest •selling book -Yesterday loday and 1-0(C,
rc plus S I postage Jlid handling i..
How Astrology Cu Help You Find Your Place in God'. Plan.' send Sa,
heti, isia.rhIc to
Dixon. x/o Andrews and %Neel P 0 Box 419150 Kaiias City, Mo 64141 Slake
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PORK
STEAK

BOSTONPOisT
95°LB

FAMILY PACK

LB.
BY THE PIECE
'LI. 49°
SMOKED JOWL
TENNESSEE PRIDE
$118
LB.
SAUSAGE
TENNESSEE PRIDE MI OZ. $29,
SAUSAGE 8 BISCUITS

FIELD
CHILI
ARBOUR
PEPPERONI

ECKRICH
LB.
SMOKED SAUSAGE
LB. I
KING
CORN
12 OZ.
3 03. "II' BOLOGNA

5129
BUTTERBALL TURKEY
8
LB.
BOLOGNA
ON-COR CHICKEN
LB. sl"
FRIED PATTIES
SELF-BASTING 12 LB. OP gap
LB.
BEN TURKEYS

You Can Taste
The Difference!

YOUNG I TENDER
BONELESS 8 SKINLESS

COOKS SHANK

BOLOGNA

9c

?,010G NA

FRESH PRODUCE

BAKERY

THURSDAY,JANUARY 16, 1992
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your' influence in your family or
community is on the rise. Be sure of
your own feelings before seeking a
commitment from someone else in
March. New business and financial
gains are part of the picture in midsummer. You are able to turn a setback
into a triumph in September! Loved
ones would very much like to play a
role in your success. Show appreciation for their interest and help.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: opera star Marilyn
Home, pitcher Dizzy Dean. singer
Ronnie Milsap,dancer Debbie Allen.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Your co-workers are congenial but
uninterested in joining forces. Tackle
projects you can handle alone. Stay
close to home tonight. Relaxing with
the family boosts your spirits.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Move swiftly to close business deals.
Someone influential is clearly on your
side. You feel at ease- with a new
associate ofthe opposite sex. An older
person may be hard to please.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20):Take
care ofroutine matters early.Creative
ideas flow freely by midafternoon.
Record innovative thoughts on paper
before you forget them. Be on the
lookout for a psychic thunderstorm.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): You
and an influential associate will intrigue and inspire others today. A
beautiful success story is in the
making! The plot thickens where
romance is concerned.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Unions
for business or pleasure will flourish.
A twosome brainstorms with fantastic
results. Liberate yourself from selfimposed restrictions. A good evening
for socializing. Dress your best.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22): Coast
along quietly today.This is no time to
make waves. A stronger. more discreet you emerges. Reach out to
people who share your values. By
joining forces,you can work wonders!
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22): Negotiations go well today, putting more
money in your pocket. Work within
the system on the job: you will find
that your cooperation creates fresh
opportunities. You gain new status.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Confidential dealings reveal your star
is on the rise. You are a real dynamo
when you work alone! A loving attitude eases any difficulties on the
home front tonight. Celebrate with
your par(ner.'
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A pat on the back would be nice.
but do not go toextremes trying to get
one. Money prospects brighten when
you carry out a difficult assignment
Showcase your Special talents.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
• Behind-the-scenes maneuvering
could lead to turmoil at work. Hone
-,in on problem-solving. Your quick
wits and superior verbal skills will
help you save the day.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Steer clear of controversial subjects
today and assist someone who has
helped you in the past. Gaining your
mate's or partner's cooperation is
critical.
PISCES(Feb. 19-Marck20):Get
paperwork out of the way this morning. A creative project could result in
additional incOme. Someone who
lives at adistance is thinking ofpaying
you a visit.

I.
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years, smart investors haw
turned to corporate bonds for
quality, safety and htgh returns.
Now, Edward D. Jones & Co
offers all those adiantages, plus
insurance as to the bmely payment of pnnapal and interest
If you want to take advantage of
insured corporate bonds. call or
stop hY today
Eric Pennierton
520 Main Street
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NEW YEAR GREAT DEALS!
.
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Neutrogena'
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noe.g..,
nor wevan
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eutrogena.I land( ream
SUM"ems Vi

YOU GET
A GREAT
DEAL AT
PHAR-MOR,
BECAUSE
PHAR-MOR
ONLY BUYS
GREAT DEALS.

Maximum Strength Dexatrim
20 ct Reg or Caffeine Free
capsules or caplets, or Extended
Duration tablets

Sundown
Natural Vitamin C-500 mg.
100 ct
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Acutrim II Appetite
Suppressant
20 ct Max strength. 16-hr
Steady Control or Late Day Strength Tablets

We double manufacturers'
coupons valued up to and
including 50c every day.
See store for details.

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY!

FAST,QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING
FOR HOLIDAY PHOTOS
35r-,- 24 exp

Twin Prints

Fuji HR 100
35mrn Color
Print Film

Eveready
Energizer
Batteries

3 plc. 24 exp each
roll, plus 12-bonus
exp , 8.4 total exp

4-plc -C" or IX Or
2-plc. 9 von

• Always printed on
Kodak paper
• One day service on
single 8 twin prints
• Fast se,vice on
super size prints 8
enlargements

G.E. Energy
Choke Light
Bulbs
4 plc., asst. watts

January Is National Volunteer
Blood Donor Month

SINN GEL

Mood donor information
from the American Assoc. of
Blood Banks and Charles
Cnmahdi R.Ph.. pharmacist
at the Halls Shopping Place
store in Chicago. IL

IL

Th!s mow; ana thrOughOuI
the year all healthy Americans
are reminded to contact their
local blood center Or hospital
to g, de blood

Quick*,SUper
Olus Oel
.06 pz.

1.28

Snuggle Fabric
Softener Sheets

•A donor must De 17 years
or older. and vdeigh at least
110 lbs In some states.
persons over age 65 need
a physician s approval
before Cora*

EWER

DAY

40 ct

COLD

•Blood can be donated as often
as every 8 weekS in most states

Emerot Hypo-Allergenk
Cosrnetics

•It is not possible to acquire any disease through
donating Dlood because disposable sterilized
equipment is used for each donation

Eagle Peanuts
11.5 oz., Maple.

••••••

NEW Banded Capsules

Honey or
Cinnamon
Roast, Lightly
Salted or
Fancy Virginia

•

Lipliner, eyeliner or lipstick

And remember...
Phar-Mor guarantees that we'll beat any
competitor's prescription price

Good Health
Cold Capsules
10 ct.

EVERY BO

BIG HITS, LITTLE PRICES

VALUE-PRICED VIDEO RENTALS

CASSETTES:

ANY TAPE
. FOR 2 NIGHTS
3TAPESNIGHTS 199
• FOR 2
May Vary
Video Rental Prices

Warner Home Video
Ali rights reserved

•••• We ••••o••••

oloc ••••,

-our
Video Club Today!

Paula Abdul

Just show your
photo I D and
malor credit card

'Spellbound
CAPTIVE VIRGIN
CDs avadable at most Phar Mor locations

Phar Moe reserves the right to 'wort quantities and correct typooraohical errors No rain checks

SHOP
PHAR MOR
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Applications being accepted
for Shedd Tutorial Program
The Shedd Tutorial Program of Mayfield is now accepting applications
for students, ages 6-18, plus adults, for enrollment It is also making
appointments for student screenings to determine if the student demonstrates the characteristics of dyslexia, hyperkinesis, learning disabilities
and/or ADD.
Parent-Child tutoring programs are presently operating in Kentucky in
Paducah, Mayfield, Calvert City, Ballard County, Union County and Henderson. Programs in Tennessee are in Camden and Paris.
The students who are accepted are basically average to bright children
who show problems with some of the following areas: reading, corn:
prehension, organizing work, attention span, distractability, motivation.
reversals, spelling and writing. They may be passing, but working far
below their potential.
For further information or to make an appointment contact Miss Debbie
Taylor, c/o Shedd Tutorial Program, 346 Central Ave., P.O. Box 493,
Mayfield, KY 42066 or call 1-247-8007.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A Youth Rally will be Friday, Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the George
Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray.
The Rev. Michael Gibson of Vienna, Ill., will be the featured speaker.
The rally is being sponsored by Faith Apostolic Church. The pastor, the
Rev. Dwight Wyant, invites the public to attend. For more information
call 753-7262.

DES pictures will be taken
Pictures for those with coupons from the fundraiser by Disaster Emergen
19,
and
18
Jan.
Sunday,
and
on
Saturday
taken
be
will
cy Services Rescue
Saturday will
at the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. The hours on
will be
be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Sunday from 12 noon to 6 p.m. This precoupons
the
with
taken
phs
photogra
have
to
persons
for
dates
final
the
sented to them with a donation to DES Rescue.

Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site Based Council will meet
Tuesday, Jan. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. The agenda will include Standing Committee Procedures and Charges for Those Committees. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Carrie Beth Smith and
Christopher Earl Padgett to marry

MHS Class of 1977 will meet

Retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-C10 and their
spouses will meet Tuesday. Jan. 21, at 12 noon at Ellis Community Center,
located on Ellis Drive off Sycamore Street. A potluck luncheon will be
served, according to Violet Johnson, group spokesperson.

•

CALENDAR

Southwest Council Tuesday

The 1977 class of Murray High School is planning a 15-year reunion for
the summer of 1992. The group will meet Friday, Jan. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's Restaurant. Any member of the class is invited and urged to attend
to take part in the planning and preparation for this reunion.
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Smith and Padgett vows
to be solemnized May 30

Henninger at Jewish Hospital
John Tom Henninger, 15, was injured in an accident at his home on
Saturday, Dec. 28. He is a student at Calloway County High School. Henninger has been in the Intensive Care Unit of Jewish Hospital, 217 East
Chestnut St., Louisville, Ky. 40202, but was transferred to a room on Monday. Jan. 6. Persons may send him cards and letters at this address.

Dance held each Saturday
A dance, open to the public, is held each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North. No
drugs or alcohol are allowed. Interested persons are invited to attend.

Wednesday, Jan. 15

Wednesday, Jan. 15

Ov ereaters
Anonymous/beginners/5:15 p.m.
and regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Business meeting,
Klaymata and Children's
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir(7:45 p.m.

Murray State University Racer
basketball hosts Virginia
Commonwealth/7:30 p.m./Racer
Arena.

Miss Carrie Beth Smith of Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Christopher Earl
.
Padgett of Murray announce their engagement and approaching marriage
1361
Smith,
Edwin
Mrs.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Dr. and
Kingsway Dr., Cape Girardeau, Mo.
She is the granddaughter of Clarence and Marjorie Smith of Mystic,
Mo.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Padgett, 1309 Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Juanita Moss of Paducah and Mrs. Nellie
Padgett of Leesville, S.C.
ry
Miss Smith will receive her Bachelor of Science degree in Elementa
y.
Universit
State
Murray
from
Education in May 1992
Mr. Padgett will also receive his Bachelor of Science degree in Advertising in May 1992 from Murray State.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 30, ati p.m.
reception
at Westminster Presbyterian Church, Cape Girardeau, Mo. A
will follow the ceremony.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
RAs, GAs, Actecns and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; prayer
service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

24-hour Program Information
1502) 753-3314

St. Leo Catholic Church events
Coop
Food
include
Delivery/8:30-11:30 a.m.; YoungAt-Heart/12 noon; K/5 Activity
Night/5:15 p.m.; MSSU Student
Supper/6 p.m.; H.S. PSR Activityi7
p.m.

Choral Union rehearsing

•

Our January Clearance

SALE TABLES

Lottie Moon gizk's Bible

If you have experience singing in a choir, there is a place for you in the
Murray State University Choral Union. The choir rehearses every Monday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 241 (Choir Room) of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. No audition is required, but previous singing experience is desired. This semester the choir is working one one of the
great 20th century works by Carl Orff entitled 'Carmina Burana.• The Choral
Union will be combining with the University Chorale, the Concert Choir and
the Murray State University Orchestra for a performance of this work on
Saturday, April 11, in Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

(Cont'd on page I0A)

Are Set Up With Items From
Throughout The Store...

500,0OnReg

Christian Slater Is
'KUFFS"

Now Reduced

(PG13)

Library holding book sale

(PG)

Beauty & the
Beast (C)

10\

at the
Calloway County Public Library is holding a special book sale library
library. Funds will be used to buy large print materials to add to the
and paperselection of books. Hardback books are selling for 50 cents each g to Ben
accordin
each,
cents
10
for
selling
are
es
magazin
and
books
back
through
Graves, library director. The sale started Jan. 10 and will continue
through
Friday. Feb. 14. Hours of the library are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m., Sunday.

II11

1:
4:05
7:05
9:35

Hook

Prices

Ao•ociedie Stoi•

1:30
3:30
7:15
9:15

1:30
3:15
7:00

9:00

Bargain Matinees

Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

MHS Evening Class planned

University Plaza

BPW meeting on Thursday
at
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday, Jan. 16,
6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street, Murray. Jay Michael
' All
Elliott of Muehleman Pschological Center will speak about 'Self Esteem.said.
member
BPW
a
attend,
to
invited
are
persons
d
intereste
and
members

Lodge breakfast on Saturday
a ham
Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted Masons will sponsor
at Aurobreakfast on Saturday, Jan. 18, from 6 to 10 a.m, at the lodge hall
of the
ra. The public is invited to attend, according to Eddie Brown, treasurer
lodge.

Life Underwriters will meet
17,
The Paducah Association of Life Underwriters will meet Friday, Jan.
Drive, Paduat 12 noon at the Ponderosa (formerly Bonanza) on Joe Clifton
pending legislacah. United States Senator Mitch McConnell will speak on
ions. Insurance
organizat
service
financial
other
and
e
insuranc
affecting
tion
\
your future
how
hear
to
invited
are
region
the
across
from
\professionals
member said.
'could be impacted by 'overkill' legislation, an associational

Ke-Ten Iris meeting Saturday

•
•

•

of First
Larue Mitchell, left, a member of the Lottie Moon Group
Terri
Mrs.
to
Bible
d
a
presente
recently
Murray,
Church,
Baptist
Larry
and
Terri
Murray.
Rd.,
Farm
Benton, right, of 1809 College
born
Benton are the parents of the first baby, Jodan McCord Benton,
was
group
Moon
in 1992 to Calloway County residents. The Lottie
missioforeign
s
support
It
1948.
in
White
organized by Mrs. Amanda
Bible to
naries and helps the sick and needy. The presentation of the
group.
Moon
Lottie
the first baby is an annual service of the

Hasty named at Harding
SEARCY, Ark. — Michele D.
Hasty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Hasty, Rt. 6, Box 182A,
Murray, has been included on the
Harding Urfiversity Dean's List.
This was for grades achieved
during the fall semester at the university. Hasty is a freshman majoring in general education.

on
The)(en-Ten Iris Association will conduct its first meeting of the year
First United
Saturday, Jan. 18, at 2 p.m. This will be in the basement of
and all memMethodist Church on Church Street in Dresden, Tenn. Visitors
said.
member
onal
associati
an
to
attend,
ges
bers are encoura

VALASSIS

,
The Fifth Annual Fisher-Price Snowbird Reunion will be held Saturday
Zephyr Park,
Center,
ty
Communi
Hall
Alice
the
at
noon
12
at
15,
Feb.
have a picnic
Zephryhills, Fla_ At its meeting last year, the group voted to
bring a salad
style lunch instead of a banquet type luncheon. Each one is to
s with the
or dessert. The committee will provide meat, bread and beverage Reservacost being $5 per person. No alcohol is permitted on city property.
reservation
tions with a check made payable to Ken Klotz, along with a
ls, FL
Zephyrhil
Dr.,
Alissa
37726
Klotz,
Ken
form, should be mailed to
are
33541. These should be received by Saturday, Feb. 1. Hotel rooms
being
available at Masters Inn there with the toll-free number
rate. Any
1-800-633-3434, and mention with Fisher-Price group for special
on call
For
informati
attend.
to
invited
is
nCe
at
Fisher-P
worked
one who ever
Klotz at 1-813-788-3774.
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Hasty is a 1991 graduate of Murray High School.
he Dean's List is published
each semester by Dr. Neale T.
Pryor honoring those who achieved
high scholarship. To be eligible, a
student must be carrying 12 or
more hours and have an average
scholarship level of 3.50 minimum.
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Fisher-1‘3 1ce reunion Feb. 15
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Rent your movie.• at the movies!•
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Betty Boston, Certified Financial Planner, will present six sessions
Thursstarting
rs'
Teenage
for
Planning
Financial
and
ent
'Money Managem
High
da,n. 16, at Murray High School. Mark Brady, teacher at Murray
six sesSchool, will assist. This will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on Thursday for satiswill
sions. Parents are welcome and there will be no tests. This course
limited. To
be
will
size
Class
ents.
requirem
Badge
Merit
Scout
Eagle
fy
register call Jean Bennett, 753-4363 or 753-2590, day or evening.
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Secretaries attend conference at Lexington
The 1991 Southeast District
Conference for Professional Secretaries was held recently at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Lexington_
"Winners from Start to Finish"
was the theme of the conference
which was educational, exciting,
rewarding And humorous, according to Laura Vanarsdel, publicity
chairman for the Murray Chapter
of Professional Secretaries.
The first event was an informative seminar called "Stress Reduction — Using Humor to Cope" presented by Dr. Michael R. Nichols.
Humor was the theme of the

SALE
Uniforms,
Scrubs
and
Shoes

PSI
luncheon lecture given by Drema Murray; Laura Vanarsdel, Jeantion;
Associa
LBL
er,
Treasur
the
of
r
directo
te
associa
Howard,
e
University of Kentucky's Career ne Fleming, Office Extras; Marlen
Who
"She
Center, entitled
Laughs..Lasts," a highlight of the
weekend.
Over 400 PSI members and
guests were entertained at an evening banquet by Liz Curtis Higgs,
"an encourager" and popular former radio personality. She presented her humorous program on
"More Than A Paycheck."
At the Sunday session, Jeb Staurt
Magruder, senior minister of First
Presbyterian Church, Lexington.
talked about "America in Conflict,
a Nation at the Crossroads."
"The Kentucky Division provided us with a weekend to learn,
laugh, share and network with our
fellow PSI members from all over
the Southern region," Vanarsdel
added.
Murray Chapter members attending were Linda Lester, PSI president, Kentucky Division, Overbey
Law Office, Lisa Hill, PSI president, Murray Chapter, Bank of

Roberts, CPS. Murray Board of
Education; Dorotha Stubblefield.
Bank of Murray.

LENDAR
CA
(Cooed from page 9A)
Wednesday, Jan. ts
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Children, Youth, College and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers' meetings/8 p.m.
First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliars; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:15 p.m.

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP

Ott

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

753-9981

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m/education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.

Frame Village)

Ruffles
$35.99
100x84
$69.99
200x84
Custom Blinds

Sugg.
Price
2 Week Delivery
•

.Nr

4!
.,_.•
0
.
'

_. • ,....-,...

% Off Entire Stock
10

y Outlet
Reeves Draperown
Paris
visa

mc
Discover

Brewer • Downt
642-9019 • 800-748-9342

204 N.

Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./home of
Tammy Zambrano.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Murray-Calloway Homeless
Board meeting/3 p.m./Circuit
Courtroom.

Hope Michelle
One newborn admission and dis- 196, Fancy Farm; Miss100,
Murray;
Box
1,
At.
,
°Dwell
missals at Murray-Calloway CounJohn Woods, At. 1, Box 1. Hardin;
13,
Jan.
,
Monday
ty Hospital for
Truman Smith, 604 Ellis Dr., Murray;
have been released as follows:
Joe Pat Thornton, West View Nursing
Newborn admission
Home, Murray;
Haider baby girl, parents, Mary and
Eric, 367 Oakhurst Dr., Cadiz.
Dismissals
James Hamilton, At. 1, Box 84,
Springville, Tenn.; Paul Edward Murphy, Rt. 1, Box 356, Murray;
the. Use 'McKinney, Rt 1, Box

On
Up To
,.Free Installation
•Ouick Delivery

:11111,
" gg

Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Hospital lists baby, dismissals

0/0
50

Daybed Ensembles
Kitchen Curtains
Shower Curtains
Tablecloths
Piacemats

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30 a.m.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Caroline Country

Carole Fabrics
on

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m/board room.

Pants Hemmed or Waist
$4 Each

Several Styles & Colors

30%

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Bible Study/I p.m.; Social Concerns Committee/4 p.m.; RCIA/7
p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Entire Stock

Custom Draperies

Group painting exhibit by students of Robert Head/on display
through Jan. 26/Curris Center Gallery, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Thursday, Jan. 16
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Family
Restaurant.

NGS I
VI
Y--SA
AR15th
JANU
Sat. 18th
Wed.
Bedspreads
1 ocyo

Baccalaureate exhibit by Carter
Crimm/on display through Jan.
26/MSU-Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admission free.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Chrisi

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"

I

"Shane," American classic
fflm/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Cardiac Support Group/10
a.m./Education Unit of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.

Alterations of Al! Kinds

418 Main St. (Under

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Lakeland Wesley Village/9-11:30
Lm. and Harrington's One Stop
Grocery at Aurora/12:30-3 p.m.

Tammy York

Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m/Sirloin Stockade.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Celebrates second birthday

Paris Rd.
121 South
Mayfield, Ky.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

First Presbyterian Church session meeting/7:30 p.m.

attending the
Members of Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries ries recenSecreta
ional
Profess
for
1991 Southeast District Conference
left, Lisa Hill,
tly at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Lexington, were, from
Linda Lester,
g,
Flemin
Suzanne Stimpson, Marlene Roberts, Jeanne
del.
Vanars
Laura
Dorotha Stubblefield and

Parker's

Thursday, Jan. 16
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

his
Jordan Stewart Roberts, son of Greg and Kim Roberts, celebrated al
matern
his
of
home
the
at
27,
Dec.
,
Friday
on
second birthday
"Bert
grandparents. Harold and Mary Bynum. The party theme was
l
paterna
His
people.
24
were
t
Presen
and Ernie" from Sesame Street.
are
arents
grandp
greatHis
s.
Robert
Jean
and
Gene
are
grandparents
and
Mrs. Mary Grace Bynum and the late Roy Bynum, Frank Wells
late
the
and
an,
Thurm
th
Elizabe
and
the late Mrs. Dixie Wells, John
s.
Robert
Ruby
and
Tax

listed
Bishop, Letterman births
daughter, Katrina

Camp will hear Barton
Lon Carter Barton will be the
speaker at a meeting of the General
Lloyd Tilghman Camp 1495 of
Sons of Confederate Veterans to be
held Thursday. Jan. 16, at 7 p.m. at
the Anne Washington Leslie
House, 1310 Broadway, Paducah.
Barton, a retired Mayfield High
School teacher and a charter mem-

Clifford Baucum, 735 Vine St.. Murray; Mrs. Laurie Gray. 1510 Martin's
Chapel Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Angelyn Parks, 1721 Keenland
Dr., Murray; Lacy Gardner, At. 2, Box
621, Dover, Tenn.

ber of Camp 1495, will talk about
Camp Beauregard and the immediate _surrounding area during the
Civil War. He will also have letters
written by soldiers in this area.
All members and interested persons are invited, according to Howard Randle, commander of Camp
1465.

parents of a
Alexandria Letterman, born on
Saturday, Jan. 4, at 12:39 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 13
ounces and measured 191/2 inches.
The mother is the former Robin
Tanner. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Kieth Letterman of Rt. 2,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Darreyl Tanner of Rt. 2, Hardinsburg. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Abbott and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Preston Tanner, all of
Rt. 2, Hardinsburg, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Letterman of Coldwater,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Katrina Alexandria Letterman
aunt is April LetMr. and Mrs. David Letterman Counts. A local
.
Murray
2,
Rt.
,
terman
of Rt. 2, Box 11, Murray, are the

Tiffany Renee Bishop
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Bishop of
Box 19, New Concord, are the
parents of a daughter, Tiffany
Renee Bishop, born on Friday,
Dec. 27, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The baby
weighed six pounds 14 ounces and
measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Jody Rowlett. They
have two sons, Jonathan, 3, and
Michael, 5. Grandparents are Ray
and Sally Rtunfelt of Murray and
Bobby Joe Rowlett of Smyrna,
Tenn.

Final Clearalice
All Fall and Winter Merchandise

0.47;° 15 8( $25
shoe
tree

Se Starts
Thursday 9 a.m.

South:1de Shopping
Center
7534339

I& ilk 'Ilk

92 8015
Sale Starts Thursday 9 a.m.

Children

Shoef,

ft

Southside Shopping Center • 753-4383
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Hazel Woman's Club holds meetings and dinner
By SANDRA GALLIMORE
Mewl Woman's Club Reporter

meeting of Hazel
Marsha Morton, left, opens her "secret pal" gift at a member.
club
Woman's Club. At right is Linda Bennett,

The Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday. Dec. 19, at Ann's Country Kitchen for the annual holiday
supper.
The group then went to the
Hazel Community Center which
they had decorated for the holiday
season.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, president,
conducted a short business session.
Mrs. Linda Thomas gave the
devotion.
"Secret Pal" gifts were
exchanged. Hostesses were Mrs.
Phil Liddle, Mrs. Dan Boaz, Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth and Mrs. Lal
Elliott.
Other members present were
Mrs. Leroy Bennett, Mrs. Jimmy
Butterworth, Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, Mrs. Bill Hudson, Mrs.

AL-teens give donation

FREE

PVT. 1ST CLASS SCOTT C.
LATHRAM has completed basic
training at Fort Jackson, S.C.
During the training he received
instruction in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, first
aid, and Army history and
traditions.
A 1984 graduate of Marshall
County High School, he is the son
of George 0. and Clar aN. Lathram
of RL 6, Benton.
His wife, Tracy, is the daughter
the
to
donation
a
made
recently
Church
Acteens of West Fork Baptist
Pediatrics Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Items donated of Kenneth E. and Sandra Howell
were a baby walker and swing, VCR cartoon tapes, crayons and of Rt. 1, Benton.
books with cassette tapes. While at the hospital, the Acteens gave
NAVY SEAMAN APPRENflowers with Christmas greetings to the patients in the Long Term
JAMES T. WINSLOW,son
TICE
Acteens,
the
for
leaders
are
Care Unit. Paula Cathey and Jane Lamb
L. Winslow of Rt. 1, MayJohn
of
left,
from
Pictured,
7-12.
grades
girls
in
for
organization
a mission
completed basic
recently
field,
row,
top
Warren,
bottom row, Karla Blakely, Susan Green, Stacy
Training ComRecruit
at
training
picNot
Bucy.
Ashley
and
Carson
Lori
Patricia Greer, Kristi Morton,
Ill.
Lakes,
Great
mand,
Anderson.
Jennifer
is
tured

Community
Service

Reasonable Prices
And So Much More

What's. Your Blood Pressure

high blood pressure.
It can be controlled.
You and your doctor
can do it together.

SERVICE NEWS
TCH. SGT. KEITH D. FINNEY has graduated from an Air
Force major command noncommissioned officer academy. He
received advanced military leadership and management training.
Finney is a construction equipment technician at Charleston Air
Force Base, S.C.
A 1981 graduate of Murray High
School, Finney is the son of Kathry
L. Chase of 1502 Doran Rd.,
Murray.

L

The club will meet Thursday,
Steve Knott, Mrs. James Latimer, also voted to donate $200 to the
at
done
be
Jan.
16, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
to
is
that
landscaping
Mrs.
Mrs. Darryl Morton,
Community Center. Guest speaker
the entrance at Hazel.
Lawrence Overbey, Mrs. Mark PasHostesses were Mrs. Hughes will be local artist, Joy Thomas.
chall, Ms. Carolyn Parks, Mrs.
and Mrs. Jackie Hostesses will be Mrs. Steve Knott
Ray,
Bennett
Gerald
Tommy Paschall, Mrs.
Butterworth.
Mrs. Gary Story, Mrs. Noel Thoand Mrs. Mark Paschall.
mas, Mrs. Bruce Wilson, Mrs. Joey
Butterworth, Mrs. Ken Craig and
Mrs. Russ Wilson.
At the November meeting of the
club, Mrs. Harold Wilkinson gave
the devotion.
Three new members present
were Mrs. Russ Wilson, Mrs. Joey
Butterworth and Mrs. Ken Craig.
The guest speaker, Dr. Noel
Thomas, local veterinarian, was
unable to attend because of.the illness of his father. The club voted
to donate to a health organization
in Mr. Thomas' memory.
Improvements at the Hazel Community Center in the amount of
One out of six adults has
$558.29 were reported. The club

During the cycle, he wa,s taught
general military subjects designed
to prepare him for further academic
and on-the-job training in one of
the Navy's 85 occupational fields.
Studies include seamanship,
close-order drill, naval history and
first aid.
A 1991 graduate of Mayfield
High School, Winslow joined the
Navy in August 1991.

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sac. 9-5:30

MURRAY
TODAY

DUCOVERt

-

24 Hour Service Available

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
_
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What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?

r's

(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)

na
Dn
at
al.
13

It's Snip, Clip. Rip

es.

)in
nd
2,
ert
nsdr.
trid
of
Irs.
ter,
;uy

* Last month, 1,993,777 Kentucky shoppers snipped,clipped and ripped newspaper
coupons and ads from Kentucky newspapers.
That's right, almost 2 million Kentuckians.
Snip,Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing,invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong.. and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.
1

Newspaper advertising
it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
,Ntierray Ledger & Times
(502) 753-1916

SUPER VALUES * SUPER VALUES * SUPER VALUES
SELECTED FALL & WINTER FASHIONS
5 00 & 10.00
REQ. 19-99 "1-0 59_99

'January, 1991. Shopper Attitudes In Kentucky, The Ptpoim (;rour tngn
Sponsored by the Kentucky Press Assrxianon

SHIRTS "` SWEATERS I* BLOUSES PANTS
"' COORDINATES 2-PIECE DRESSING
KNIT TOPS SWEATSHIRTS
Central Shopping Center - Murray

-

.1*

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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Madisonville site for economic office
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A state
development office for
western Kentucky should begin
.Terations within six months,
according t,1 a published report.
The Paducah Sun quoted unidenti:ied sources in the governor's
oft.ce Tuesday as saying theoffice
would be opened in Madisonville.
The Sun's copyright article said
a formal announcement wasn't
expected until later this week.
The office would serve about 35
counties in an area generally west
of a ;inc fror: Owensboro to Bowlspaper reported.
Jones referred to
. -.ccs Monday night
;he Commonwealth
General Assembly.
ces "will be
..\:Oriomic

City
.'amcs horras end Coun,,/14 i) i'iAner have tendered
on to the City
API --

.

said after a
sesson thst the coun- Thorr.d.' resignation,
• \pril 36. Byrn said he
rece ed" Thomas'
declined to

\:th.7 Byrn

1

•_

uidn't attend the
\ti.da, would say only
-.•.;-,eti reluctantly: follows request_ Thomas has
p:anner for about two
in a letter to the
he was honored to repreand work with the
,
JLring his 10 years as a
He cited personal
resignation. which was
• Monday.
n's. we can all say he will
- among this group,"
replacement, who
eiection in the May
be appointed by the
• :.30 days, Byrn said.
:.'..s...n is made by then.
:f-cr,ior Jones can name a

•,`\ rsir •

—

our county governments make the
most of their assets and enhance
their development efforts."

charged with developing a plan to
preserve and create jobs at the
county level. They will also help

Thomas, Poyner
resign from
Mayfield council

WE ARE PLEASED TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT
Hours:
8
14-1h. a.m.-1 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Prices Good
Jan. 15 ttiru
Jan. 21

CrlinnEnr
ic1.
1F-cocoal /11/11mirl
Deli Hot Line
90-144

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9Ptoot /ekekd

90-0-Ge —
We

Accept Food Stamps • We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

f
Bee
Gro3-4und
Pork Loin
Lb. Pkg.
$239

Round Steak Sirloin Tip Roast
69
Lb.
Lb
19
Bacon

9

Oscar Moyer
1 Lb
Vo- Pock

Boneless 51

US Choice
Boneless Sqlon

89 Lb

Tip Steak

Owen's Best Family Pk.

Whole Boneless Center Cut

U.S. Choice Boneless

$2

Country Style

F

Lb.
Sliced Free

Spare
Ribs

99!

ds

Bologna

969

`
89

$239

$ 1 69

Center Cut

1/4 Sliced

Pork Chops

Pork Loin

Frying Chicken

U.S.Choice Boneless Rolled

Rump Roast Leg Quarters
39
$2
Natural

De Monte

Del Monte
32 oz Tomato
Ketchup

Fruits
16 oz

$

35

Del Monte
Sliced

parfroy

Lb
1 99

Carrots
16 oz

09

3/S

Lb
1 49

Margarine
2/$100

oo

`
99

Flay 0 Rich

White Cloud

Milk

TY0
Took offrce--and
Graves Circuit
Daughaday. New••,. JaT.CS Crawford and

Bathroom Tissue

-

e.

1 89

4 Roll Pkg.

79'

was sworn in to
scat, which he
-e 'necame mayor in

•:c.s
b..-;

Police receive
catcalls on 911
BOYNTON BEACH, Fla.
- It was one howler of a
and even Ms. Marple
rushed to Barbara
aparinent to find out
was being repeatedly
'A.:he-A anyone speaking
7,thc- end. Turned out it
of catcalls.
e
The :-E-st emergency call carne
p.7". Sunday. The caller
-...reun w.lthout saying a word.
LLe traced the address. and
to the apartment, but no
tyc answered.
The next mysterious call was
recorded at 10:07 p.m., followed
In rapid succession by several
rnrire.
Police went back. They
banged on the door and woke
Ms. Marple from a nap. The
23-year-old supermarket
employee denied making the
calls, but the police insisted on
checking inside.
In a bedroom, Ms. Marple
and the police found her calico
,cat,_natned..Kitten, with one paw
on the cordless phone.
"Cat dialed 911 using auto
re.dial," reads the police log
entry. Case closed.
Kitten didn't simply press a
speed-dial button. She punched
9-1-1 in sequence the first time.
Then she hit the redial button.
"Everyone I've told doesn't
believe me," Ms. Marple said.
She has since given Kitten an
old phone to play with. And she
thinks she's figured out the cat's
motive.
"She was probably trythg to
call my mother in New Jersey,"
she said.
7C

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite
69
12 Pk Cans $2

Double Q Keta

Chase & Sanborn Brick Pack

Salmon

Coffee

7.75 oz.

69°

11.5 oz.

99° *

•

.
4‘

-

,

'

Creamette Reg or Thin

Spagheffi

7 oz

Hormel Beef

Tamales

15 oz.

SPECIAL NEEDS

1-800-432-9346

79'

Green Beans

16 oz

Sparkle Single Roll

Paper Towels

2/89'
59'

Sunflower Self-Rising

Corn Meal Mix

$ 1 09
5 lb

Peter Pan

Peanut Butter

$199
18 oz

Showboat

Del Monte W.K. or C S. Golden

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
$169
8 pk 16 oz.
Diet Rite

Corn2/89'

Pork & Beans 15 oz

Prairie Farms

Kraft American Individually Wrapped

Vietti

Whole Milk

gal
Sunflower Self-Rising or Plain

Flour

$219

.
n9

5 Lb. 7

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

dit

Singles

89

12 oz.
Del Monte 9.5 oz. 8( 10 oz.

Chili w/Beans

3/S 100

15 oz 794

Sweet Sue

79 Chicken Broth
Pilki•ditee

Vegetable Classics

ell

15

Owen's Best

Emge
American

Dole
Golden Ripe

BBQ Chicken

Cheese

Bananas

Washington State
X-Fancy Red or
Golden Delicious

Large Bunch
Broccoli

Ham

$399

Lb

Lb

Ecknch
All Meat
Bologna

ADOPTION PROGRAM

• 3/89'

Del Monte F.S. or Cut

$239

Lb

39
2
$

Owen's Best
Storemade

$27? 3
[Owen's Best
Med Chicken

Pimento Cheese -

Pc%•2 Legg 2 Th.ghs
3 Bfersin 2 Wnps

)89
$1

m Lb
‘

'

89
4
$

Lbs.

1

1 Lb Bag

0
79 79'
Apples

Lb

Large Stolk
Celery

California
Iceberg

s1
2/
$
69'84 19"id
3For 1
Carrots

leffuce
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Special Carriers

Offering quality products at low price
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Lectipe & Times Staff Writer

Murray businessman Myles Todd
can attribute race car drivers and
used car dealers for the success
which his business, Special Carriers, has accumulated over the past
20 years.
Seeing a need to offer a small
car carrier at an economical cost,
Todd came up with the idea of
extending a normal truck bed to
allow both racers and car dealers
the chance to haul their cars at
cheaper prices.
After drawing up the plans for
the extended carrier and building a
few models for some racing
friends, Todd's business took off
when used-car dealers, tired of
having to deal with the regulation
and high prices of big rigs, started
purchasing Todd's one and twovehicle carriers.
From what first started out as a
"crude design to haul race cars"
has now developed into a
nationally-known business totalling
close to SI million in sales each
year.
Clients come from all over the
United States and have even
traveled from as far away as Mexico, Canada, Saudi Arabia and Europe to take advantage of the Special Carriers product.
Todd said his only regret was
not patenting the early carriers, as
several other businesses picked up
on his carrier specs and built their
own models.
"If we would have patented our
first carriers, we probably wouldn't
have to be working today," Todd
said of his first plans, which made
him the first to offer the small
carriers.
About the other company's products, Todd said, "They're basically copies of our product."
Not one to be taken twice,
Todd's new designs for a five and
six-vehicle carrier are currently

going through the patent process in
Washington.
Todd said his appointment log
stays full with the one-day jobs and
attributes this to "word-of-mouth
advertising" and quality products.
The carriers range from a $3,000
price tag for the basic carrier to
$22,000 for the more elaborate
models. The' before-mentioned
prices don't include a vehicle,
which when added can push some
orders up to $75,-580,000, Todd
said.
"We try to bend over backwards
to get the people what they want,"
said Todd, who noted antique automobile car dealers can sometimes
run up the highest price tags with
their elaborate carriers.
With the new designs, a recent
S50,000 expansion and a steady
customer base, Todd is looking
towards another expansion of his
business, which is located on
Andrus Drive in Murray. But he
acknowledged it depends on an
improved economic picture; something which was missing in 1991.
"We're busy year-round and on
the average we stay at a month to
six months behind with all our
orders, but the economy was really
bad the last three months of '91.
I'd say last year was probably the
worst year we've had in the last 10
years," Todd said in looking at the
financial side of Special Carriers.
The decrease in orders has
forced a recent cutback with only
six employees, instead of the usual
nine, but Todd remains optimistic
about 1992.
"January has been good in that
business has picked up by nearly
100 percent."
This is good news not only for
Special Carriers, but for Murray.
Todd's customer base often spends
money at local motels, restaurants
and businesses when coming into
town, and he buys vehicles from
local car dealers and his steel from
Jones Iron and Metal.

"We try to buy everything we
can here in Murray and we've
always feltihat all the people do is
spend money while they're here,"
said Todd, who added he also hires
a number of his employees from
the vocational schools in Murray.
"Murray's a good location for
our business in that we're right in
the center of the United States.
We're not so far away that people
from either coast can't come here.
It's also good in that the steel situation in Murray is more economical than anywhere else in the U.S."
Even with the rapid day-to-day
production Of the carrier units,
Todd says quality remains in the
Special Carriers "problem-free
product that works".
"We try to offer the highest
quality built products that we can
build at the lowest price....we're
pretty well proud of our product."
A product which has steadily
grown in improvement and sales
from those early race car trailers.

Compare
Interest Rates!
You're looking for in organization, with
a rock-solid financial record, that offers
competitive interest rates on annuities
Look to Woodmen of the World. Wer,
a I01-year-old fraternal benefit sociei
that offers single premium and flexibl,
pranium deferred annuities. But best (0
all, you can earn an initial guaranteed
interest rate of

63/4%*

•

Myles Todd has seen his Murray business, Special Carriers, grow from serving race car drivers into a
nationally-known product totalling nearly $1 million in sales each year.
the

Murray Ledger & Times

EARN
7.25%

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Earb surrender
charges apply.
($5,1N10 minimum)

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

for amounts over $5,000.
•Thiii ran es parented fcr de fine ..,.at, and then
can very monthly ar can be locked so for one year

0 All Home Delivery in

Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

A

Tim
Scruggs
753-4377

Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society

•

•

Li All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

Rated: A+ (S1'1)1.:111011)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone (

)

Home Office: Omaha, Nebraska

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

759-1144

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday

I

Sunlight

Sunshine Reg., Unsalted or Wheat

Saltine Crackers

Dishwashing Liquid

4

•

Pringles Assorted Flavors
Potato Chips

97C

Roses Ration or Chunk

Broccoli

1
Food q
Fresh Green

67

Lettuce

MO&

Large Head

•
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SPORTS
Lady Tigers
beat Fulton
74-50 Tuesday

Tough times remain
for Lakers; lose 11th

SIDELINES
Steve

Staff Report
ahem Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Graves 53, Calloway 42
Co.

117 23

3111

Murray High's Lady Tigers
improved to 7-4 on the season after
a 74-50 win at Fulton City, Tuesday night.
Mary Catherine Wooldridge and
Veronica Lamb combined for 46
points. Wooldridge, a senior,
tossed in 26 on three three-pointers
and Lamb, a junior, had a seasonhigh 20.
Holding only a five-point lead,
39-34, at the half, the Lady Tigers
bolted out to a 54-43 lead at the
end of. the half to coast to the
victory.
"They shot well in the first half
to stay close, but we turned up our
pressure in the second half," Murray head coach Jim Harrell said of
the turning point. "In the second
half we started getting into our
transition game and got some easy
buckets "

42

CALLOWAY
ii 33 32 113
"Tough times don't last. People GRAVES CO
CALLOWAY (42)
S Prim 4
11
Jo."
11
Owes
Gibson
12.
...arson:61e
II
FT A 23
That is the belief Calloway SILSOISSIO 2 TOTALS
GRAVES (63)
is
IS Flaris 11 Piens• Brow 6 Thomason I.
Soma
Greene
Ron
Coach
Head
County
Goelley 4 TOTALS FT-A 21-33 Retnciume I7
trying to install as his Laker club is
still looking for their first win of them 9-0 in the last 1:38 before the
the season mid -way through half.
January.
After falling behind in the third
"We're playing close to our quarter to trail 29-24, Calloway ralour
potential. Maybe, right now,
lied as Thomas Hornbuckle's jumpotential just isn't what it should per gave the Lakers their only lead
he to get a win," Greene said fol- of the game at 30-29 with 2:45 left.
lowing Tuesday night's game in However, Graves broke the press
which Graves County hit 21 of 33 and Jeremy Mayes's basket put the
free throws, compared to Callo- Eagles on top to stay.
way's two of three, in beating the
"When you gamble sometimes
Lakers 63-5 2 at Jeffrey you'll look great, but you also give
Gymnasium.
up some easy baskets," Greene said
The loss sent Calloway to their of the Lakers' press.
11th loss of the season and left
Graves opened up the final quarGreene scratching his head on how ter outscoring Calloway 11-3, by
to motivate his squad.
virtue of two Mayes' three"I'm trying to really exercise pointers, to go up 43-33 and put
understanding and patience, and
of reach.
teach and coach, instead of yelling the game out
our effort," Greene
fault
can't
"I
the
that's
at them. I don't think
team. "We just
young
answer with this team." said said of his
who's been in
anybody
have
don't
Greene, who used to coach on the
l games
stressfu
of
kind
these
and
State
zollegiate level at Murray
before."
Indiana State.
-While the Lakers had four more
After falling behind by as many.
goals on the night (19 of 43
field
second
the
in
23-13,
as 10 points,
percent) when compared
44
for
quarter, the Lakers narrowed the
Eagles' totals (15 of 44.
the
with
t
full-cour
a
with
margin to one
had the 21 free
Graves
press, forcing Graves into several 34%),
38)
page
on
d
(Cont'd
outscore
turnovers as Calloway

Kurth meets Club
to clear air
over Mahoney

No matter what time of
year, Mike Mahoney is a hot
subject around town and, especially, in its restaurants. Yes,
the Murray State coach is
giving one meat and a choice
of three vegetables a run for
the money for the most popular item in several
establishments.
Recently, Mahoney has been
the subject of many discussions via South Central Bell.
It seems many disgruntled
fans voiced their disagreement
MURRAY 74, Fulton 50
about the continuation of
Mahoney's coaching career at
74
14
311
1.
MURRAY
11 34 43 SO
Murray State over the phone
FULTON
MURRAY (74)
lines to members of the board
Jones 4. Lamb 20, Bel 4, Wooldridge 26, Hontudile
14 B Preis 4. C Payne 2 TOTALS FO-A 34 FT-A
of regents and also MSU pres3-4
FULTON (50)
ident Dr. Ronald Kurth.
Direst. Fehl I. Deere 4, Pow 7. RoOoluvor & VWKurth, with the help of
lamina.. 22 TOTALS FO-A 20 FT-A 7-13
other school administrators,
decided to give Mahoney a
vote of confidence after the
last game of the season, a
Calloway County's Jason Greer (#3) holds on to the rebound while a
loss at Austin Peay.
Grmes County player falls to the floor in the Lakers 53-42 loss TuesWith the calls, along with
day night. Greer had 11 points for Calloway, which fell to 0-11.
bits of "misinformation" floating around town, Kurth
decided it was time to clear
the air on his decision to
Staff Report
allow Mahoney to stay on.
his 25 points in that
Murray Lodger 1. Times
"If you sit in my chair, you
es in the spurt, while Jim Jackson had scored 10 of
s went on a
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — remaining. Then the Buckey
Hoosier
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.
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Funderburke was called for an beating the visiting Tigers 61-57
Funderburke and the Buckeyes' burst over the next
18 and Funderburke 12.
on Tuesday night, mostly
added
lent
deficit.
the
late rally from 19 points down.
intentional foul and Bailey turned Tuesday night.
Racer Club members. "There
"We did a good job of pushing
Funderburke began the incredi"We wanted to win this one so
it into a 5-point play, hitting both
Tied at 39 at the end of three,
State
Ohio
court,"
the
up
was some bad information out
ball
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by
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Calbert Cheaney with 14:37
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"Last season (1990), 1 think
was bad," Kurth said of his
Jeanette Storey presents the
first fall as president, two
football seasons ago. "This
season I saw some
improvement. Though it was
less than glorious, I saw
noticeable progress."
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with
-pointer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — 3
The Racers went from 2-9
Shaquille O'Neal scored 29 points the Tigers an 80-73 lead. Alabama
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Indiana survives Ohio State scare 91-83
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8th Annual West Kentucky's

Fulton City
thwarts late
Tiger rally

1,..SU's O'Neal scores 29
to lead Tigers over Barna

Largest Boat Show
and

1st Annual Sports Card Show
January 17, 18, & 19
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Murray State University Expo Center

ALL ITEMS ON SALE

SEMINARS

"Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

CALL ME.

I

Its4rae•

Actions& Reactions

SCOREBOARD

Kurth meets...

The Insurance Center
of Murray

GRIFFITH AWARD

LAKER BASKETBALL
WCBL-FM 102.3 of Benton announced that it will provide coverage of a
'series of Calloway County High School basketball games for the remainder of the season. Veteran broadcaster Mark Hart will provide all the playby-play action for the exciting upcoming games. Several Calloway
businesses were anxious to help sponsor the games to support Laker and
Lady Laker basketball, a WCBL spokesman said.

RACER BASKETBALL TRIP
Murray State Athletics Department is offering Racer basketball fans the
chance to join Coach Scott Edgar and the Racers on a charter flight to
Eastern Illinois on Feb. 3. For $100 per person, the travel package will
include airfare, lodging, local transportation, game ticket and a meal on
the flight home.
The Racer Special will leave the Paducah airport at 8 p.m., Sunday,
Feb. 2 and will return at approximately 12 a.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 4. Fans
traveling with the Racers will be responsible for their own transportation to
and from the Paducah airport, meals other than the one on the return flight
and personal expenses while in Charleston.
There are a limited number of spaces available so make plans immediately. Reserve seats by calling Bill Rayburn at 762-6813 or stop by the
athletic office in Stewart Stadium.

BOWLING
DILLER OR DOLLAR

MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
I. The Mem Evers
knikairson Reding
3. TbJrrnan Furniture
4. MOM'S Food Giant
1 Ilse Go Goners
& People's Bank
7. Futrell 11le
I. Tetn Lakes Shore Line
a. Irvin Cobb %eon
IS Willem. Const
11 BucMnac
Assoc.
12 Hodge- Noel
13 Big Apple Cafe

L
W
55'4 204
51 25
447, 31'4
42 34
394 364
394 364
39'4 364
39 37
37 39
37 39
36 40
334 47.4
26 50

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.1
48
46
46
45
37
30

Hanle Welding
St Leo's K ol C
Pubec Ice
Futrell tie
Bank d Ito*
Papa John's

L
36
3$
38
39
47
54

Team Game (Scratch)' Hartle Wilding, 530
Team Game (Handicap): Futrell Ti., 609
Team SeMa (Scratch): Hanle Wetting. 1490
Team Series (Handicap): Futrell Tile, 179$
Individual Game (Scratch) Lois Smith, 220
Individual Game (Handicap) Mlle Morris. 274
Individual Wes (Sailer+) Pee Wee Elena, 557
Individual Series (Handicap) Milo Mores. 658

Team Game (Scratch): The Mane Ev•nL 923
Team Game (Handicap): IMn Cobb Resort, 1077
Taartf Series (Scratch): TM Mane Event. 2559
Tearn Settles (Handcap): The litine Event. 3010
Individual Game (Scratch) Barbers Conley, 241
Individual Game (kande:lip) Barbara Conley. 276
Individual Sense (Scralen) Norma Garland, 558
Individual Series (Handcapi Denise Futrell 643

nent officials in Frankfort last
week, Kurth came away feeling "not pessimistic."

(Cont'd from page 28)
so forth.
Mahoney will report to
Kurth each week on this
matter.
Second, Mahoney is being
encouraged by Kurth to work
on his image. Kurth would
not go into specifics on this
matter.
Third, Kurth wants to make
sure that Mahoney is in full
comipiind of his program.
Although there has been no
clear evidence on this issue,
Kurth doesn't want to hear
that assistant coaches are
undermining Mahoney's
authority.
Mahoney was not contacted
to comment on the meeting.
(If he had been contacted,
what would he say? Thanks?
lie's already discussed this
matter with Kurth and can
now get down to winding up
recruiting and trying to build
on last season's improvement.)
• Some questions were
asked in regards to athletic
budget, but no new ground
was discovered. However,
many were interested in the
progress of the Regional Special Events Center.
After meeting with Gov.
Brcreton Jones and other perti-

Heather Huhn, member of the Murray State Women's Cross Country
and Track Field Teams, participated in the 77th meeting of the Kentucky
Academy of Science (KAS) which was held in Owensboro at the Executive
Inn, Nov. 7-9.
Huhn presented a research paper entitled The Effects of Physical Exercise on Dark Focus of Accomodation.• She was notified in late December,
1991, that she won first place in the psychology division. The award for
winning this division is the Griffith Memorial Award.
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The project still needs $8
million to add to the SIO million already secured. Kurth,
hoping to build an 8,500 scat
building for $20 million, is
pursuing the project in earnest.

'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

HIGH SCHOOL SCORES
BOYS

"My agenda (in FF4nkfort)
has one item," Kurth
explained. "We need eight
million dollars."

Berbourvile 69 Whitley Co 62
Barren Co 78 Edmonson Co 56
Boone Co 77 Mason Catherfe 65
Boyd Co 65, Rowan Co 56''T
Boyle Co 62 Danville 60
Built Central 80 Anderson Co 64
&Mt Eng 106 Cheetah Academy 39
Campbellsville W. Washington Co 53
Carlisle County 69, Lone Oak 65
Carroll Co 66 Tnrnblit Co 58
ChoStao Co 65. Trigg Co 38
Cotton 79. 841 Go 61
Cords 87. Cumberland 75
Co. Catholic 63 Cow Hoeg Crows 54
Co. Holmes 89 Co. St Henry 76
Dice Gorda 65 Whiteeburg 64
East Caner 76 Morgan Co 57
Esti Co 65, Oars Co 63
Evart 70, Cawood 64
Fed. Creek se. McDowell 79
Fort Knox 64. Elzatetheown 49
Fraredort 50, Spender Co 19
Franbion Western Hie 74 Bardstown Piethleniem 58
Franklin-Simpson 77, Warren East 67
Futon Cry 61, lAgray 57
Fulton County €6. Hickman County 61 (07)
Glasgow 58, Akin Co 52
Graves County 63. Calloway County 42
GOMA Co 74. Caverna 72
Harlan 74, Pineville 61
Hart Co 93 Bardstown 67
Heath 69, Paducah St Mary 48
Hehderson Co 68, Owensboro Apono 66
Henry Co 59. Owen Co 44
Hoplunwitte 88, Fon Campbell 6$
Jenkins 67. Hazard 64
Johns Creek 69 Elton' City 67
Jormson Central 76 pacts-yin. 73

• A local resident recently
pointed out that there was a
key sports story left off the
list of noteable achievements
listed in the Ledge & Times'
Year in Review.
Murray High's boys' basketball team won its secondstraight Fourth District championship, while earning the
right to represent the First
Region at the All-A Classic in
Lexington.
In addition, Willis Cheaney,
now at Kentucky Wesleyan,
was named Purchase Player of
the Year.

753-8355

LaRue Co. 60. faylor Co 53
Lex Calhoic 70, Madison Southern 48
Lea Christen 104 IAMI 40
Lea Dunbar 89 Bourbon Co 63
Lex Henry C* 59 Madison Centric 54
Lea Lafayette 87. Montgomery Co 63
Lincoln Co 56, Garrard Co 47
Logan Co 77, Greenwood 60
Lou Beth Haven 64 Hignview Baptist 83
Lou Brown 57 Lai Walden 55
LCai Ninth 8 0 90. Lou St Franos te
i Lyon Co $1. Cmtenden Co 60
Lyon County 81. Crittenden County 60
MC Napa 106. Leic-her 56
Madisonville-North Hopkins U. Caldwell Co 83
Marron Co 67, Adair Co 57
Mason Co 78, Pans 75
Mayfield 78, Ballard Memorial 51
lAaysville St Paincli 75, Ripley (Onto) 68
McLean Co 69, Grayson Co 67
Areteahe Co 81, Clinton Co 70
Modiesboro 62. Williamsburg 57 107)
Milard 69, Mullins 60
Munienbierg North 45 "Bull.. Co 35
lArldenberg South 717 Rumored' 69
Nelson Co 90, North BOUM 56
Newport 80 Benevue 54
North Hardin 62. Meade Co 53
Oneda Sapsii 118, Firf.sraos Chnstian 52
Owensboro 66, Ohio Co 55
Paducah Tilghman 68. Reiland 54
Powell Co 32, Bath Co 61
Pulaski Co 103, Harrodsburg 43
Red eed 92, Lynn Camp 74
Rockeasne Co 79 Jecison Co 73
%NW 82. &Maki-Wayne iirtv Va I 69
Russel Co 43, 1AcCreary Central 40
Scoa Co 71, Frankin Co 56
Sheby Co 73. Eminence 41
Sheby Valley 60. Pikeville 57
Urkon Co 74, South Hopkins 51
Linn-wary Heights 71, Todd Central 56
Wayne Co 63, Monticello 46

These were tremendous oversights, and I would like to
thank that person for pointing

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

them oui

901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

FREE TESTING

CORRECTION

Starters, Batteries &Alternators

The Lady Racer-Southeast Missouri score reported in yesterday's edition was obviously not 74-360. The correct score was SEMO 74, MSU 73.
An editorial key on the computer automatically changed 73 to 360
throughout the story.

Upcoming Schedule
WEDNESDAY
MURRAY STATE: Racers host Virginia Commonwealth, 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
CALLOWAY: Lady Lakers at Obion (Tenn.) Central, 7:30 p.m.

Tough times...
finesse team."
Hornbuckle, who at this time last
season was a starting center on the
middle school team, led the Lakers
in scoring with 12 points. Forward
Jason Greer added 11 points.
Graves County, 3-10, was led by
Mayes' 15 points as forward Richie
Floyd added 11.
• Graves County also won the
junior varsity game as they beat the
Lakers 48-25. Wes Cogdell's 14
points led Calloway in scoring.

(Cont'd from page 28)
throws while Calloway had just
two.
'Greene said it wasn't the officiating, but rather the simple fact
that Graves forced the ball inside.
"I think defensively we did what
we needed to do, but offensively
we didn't get to the line. You have
to take the ball to the basket with
some authorl, and right now
we're not a physical team, but a

Fulton City...

Duralast Starters
Remanufactured
American & Import
All GM s come with
solenoid Store stock
only With exchange

24 1,!,

Warranty
One
Valucraft Starters
Remanutacturea
Store stock only With exchange

19

95
36°

88

AutoZone 5 Year Battery
Up to 525 CCA and
100 reserve minutes

WITH
EXCH

Store stock only
Price with exchange

Before you buy a new Starter. Battery,
or Alternator, we II test your old one for
free and tell you if it really needs replacing.

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Fulton 61, MURRAY 57

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY
",e-Ardner„,

EVERYDAY

Remanufactured
American & Import

SAVE TIME,SAVE MONEY

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

totalled 21 points for the Tigers.
B.J. *Jenkins, Murray's leading
scorer, was held to nine points.

(Cont'd from page 28)
ended the night hitting just 32 percent from the field (20 of 62). The
Tigers, however, did hit nine of 10
free throws for 90 percent.
Fulton City (4-9) was 24 of 56
from the field for 43 percent and
hit just 10 of 21 from the free
throw line for 48 percent. The
Bulldogs did outrebound Murray
by a 14-board margin, 40-26.
Chip Greene led all scorers as he

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

Duralast
Alternators

2412194

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

1995

Warranty
One
Valucraft Alternators
Pemanutaclured
Store stock only With excnonge

TO
69.95

Our Best Price

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

EVERYDAY
1111

13 34 20 57
16 31 29 61
MURRAY (57)
Greene 21, Jenkins 9. Whittier & Alen 6, Foster 5.
Chew* 4. Adkins 3 TOTALS P0-A 20-62 3 pointers
I (kilns. %Teske( 2, Greene 2. Men 2. Foster) FT-A
9-10 Rebounds 26
FULTON (61)
Pettigrew 16, Burnell. 14, Crumble 14. Kearney 14,
AlicCIanahan 2. Barnes 1 TOTALS. PC-A 24-56. 3 pointers I Crumble) FT-A 10-21 Rebounds 40.
MURRAY
FULTON

RACER BASKETBALL

ew SKF
ater Pumps
or most vehicles
stock only
ith exchange

tore
SIP Air Filters
For most vehicles
Store stock only

2299
EVERYDAY

TO
69 99

One-Year Warranty
Valucratt
ater Pumps EVERYDAY
emanutactured
tore stock only
h
ith

I_

AutoZone Specialty
Series Batteries

v

Highest OEM
CCA requirements 536S40 5(10W
for late model Ford MOST DEALERS
and GM cars
Group 65-875 CCA
Group 78-770 CCA

88

88
.
4
EVERYDAY

Universal Dual

88
TO

Terminal

19 99

Group 7501

WITH
EXCH

New Modine
SAVE $20
Radiators
For most vehicles
OEM Custom tit
Store stock only

8999
TO
169 96

Mobil Super HP
All weights in stOCk
Limit 3 cases

89.T

Valvoline
Super HP0 30HD

03
01

mit 3 cases

Radiator
Hoses
Store Stock only

i'1.

EVERYDAY

247
TO
19 96

Valvoline All-chmate
IOW 30 10W-40 20W 50
or 5W 30 limit 3 cases

113
01

111

Thermostats
For most vehicles $
only
State
Solit Price 51 79-$5 99

stock

OFF

Schumacher
Chargers

New -Fuel Pumps

6 amp recharge
2 amp trickle
*SE 82 6

For most vehicles
Store stock only

EVERYDAY

25

MURRAY

All-America Center Popeye Jones

753-8971

S. 12th St. in Southside Center

Murray State vs. Virginia Commonwealth
Wednesday, Jan. 15th at 7:30 p.m.

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

Mr Tuveclo.

Game sponsored by
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fit!
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A

Reelfoot Smoked Whole

PICNICS

U.S.D.A. Choice

T-BONE STEAK

LETTUCE

99
Lb.
Boneless

Head

$4.99
Lb. $2.99

Ribeye Steak

Lb.

Boneless Top

Sirloin Steak

Yellow Squash

Lb.

99'

Field

FRESH HAM
• SAUSAGE •tt
Buy One Get One
Red or White

SEEDLESS GRAPES
EE
Field

is oz. $1.59

Bologna
Field

Classic Wieners

Kr. Turkey

Ground Turkey

$1.59
is os. pki. $1.29
16 Oz.

Bush
Showboat

PORK D BEANS
IS Oz. Can

Charles

the

CHIPS

TUNA See

7 Oz. Bag

In Oil or Water
111/4 Os.

59* 3299
Why Pay More

Purina Ihernium

Shortening
42 Oz. Can

PEPSI
PRODUCTS
'

EFFECTIVE DATES:
Jan. 15-lan. 21

Ho

2 Liter Bottle

99' ILI).

69'

Crackers
Box

ft
SALAD DRESSING
Quart Jar

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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EC moves to recognize Slovenia, Croatia

Election winner
11111111114111 MOM

president of
Murray's Buel E. Stalls, Jr. was recently re-elected as
of the
meeting
annual
the
at
1992
for
Society
The American Lupus
serthe
Among
nationwide organization in Manhattan Beach, Calif.
for
support
g
providin
and
assitinF
vices provided by the society are
educanting
impleme
and
ing
advocat
,
families
their
and
lupus patients
medical
tional programs and actively seeking funding for ongoing
research.

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) -With the European Community's
blessing, its 12 member nations
today began recognizing Croatia
and Slovenia, hastening the disintegration of the long -crumbling
Yugoslav federation.
Croatians heralded the event and
praised Germany, which had
argued that recognition of the
separatist republics would help end
the 6-month-old civil war in which
thousands of people have killed
and 600,000 left homeless.
"This is a day that will go down
in the history of the Croatian people as a major event," Croatian
radio declared.
Several storefront windows on
Zagreb's central Jelacic Square displayed slogans such as -"15 Jan.
1992 — The Long-Awaited Day of
Croatia's International
Recognition."
Croatian TV broadcast a new
song to commemorate the event —
"Danke Deutschland" (Thank You
Germany).
It was unclear, however, whether
recognition would help end the
civil war in ethnically mixed
Croatia that has pitted Croat defenders against Serb irregulars and the
Serb-dominated federal army.
Some EC member states worry
that recognition of Croatia and

Judge broadens embargo;
U.S. sees huge effects

1

said.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
It would probably take two to
United
the
ruled
federal judge
weeks before the plants,
three
States can no longer import yellow,
which employ 10,000 workers,
fin tuna from nations that buy the
running short of supplies.
start
fish from fleets that kill dolphins.
more difficult to estimate
is
It
The ruling could mean shortages
on canned tuna imports
effect
the
and higher prices for canned tuna.
is not clear whether the
it
because
The order by Chief U.S. District
ban applies to blends of yellowfin
Judge Thelton Henderson widens a
with other varieties, Moscoso said.
ban he imposed in 1990 on tuna
Prices could rise 5 cents to 10
from nations whose fleets violate
cents a can during the next six
standards set by U.S. law for dolmonths because of the ruling,
phin kills. Mexico, Venezuela and
David Burney, executive director
the Pacific island of Vanuatu arc
of the United States Tuna Foundaon that embargo list.
tion industry group, told The New
His new ruling, dated Friday and
York Times.
,
obtained by reporters on Tuesday
Floum said any shortages should
tuna
n
yellowfi
of
purchase
the
bans
last long because it would take
not
and its products from any country
countries only a few weeks to certhat allowed tuna imports from a
tify that they don't buy embargoed
nation on the list — a practice he
tuna.
called "tuna laundering."
The embargo has chiefly affected
envirfor
lawyer
Floum,
Joshua
and has become an issue in
Mexico
onmentalists who filed the lawsuit
U.S. trade negotiations with the
in 1989, said the ruling would appMexican government.
ly immediately to five nations that
Following the judge's first
have declared they buy tuna from
embargo ruling, U.S. dolphin kills
Mexico: Japan, Italy, France, Panadropped from 100,000 a year in the
ma and Costa Rica. Japan and Italy
early 1970s to about 1,000 last
the
arc major tuna exporters to
year, Floum said. He estimated that
United States, Floum said.
100,000 dolphins were killed by
The National Marine Fisheries
foreign fleets last year.
Service, whose narrower interpretation of the law was rejected by
Henderson, predicted a greater
impact. "We're thinking it could
be approximately 30 nations," saic1%.
— More heart
CHICAGO (AP)
spokesman Roddy Moscoso.
be saved if
might
Ycllowfin tuna is used in canned attack victims
given
were
thrusts
al
abdomin
"chunk light tuna," said Floum.
carduring
thrusts
chest
between
which
tuna,
Albacore and skipjack
tation,
resusci
monary
are not covered by the embargo, diopul
today.
make up the majority of U.S. researchers reported
conducted in 1990
study,
the
In
imports.
at Si Joseph's Hospital and MediThe ruling is aimed at protecting cal Center in Paterson, N.J., a total
dolphins, which swim above yel- of 103 patients received CPR —
lowfin tuna in the eastern Pacific some more than once. About half
and get caught in the fishing nets received standard CPR, and half
and die.
CPR with abdominal thrusts.
The ban would cover most or all
Of those who received the stanof the 36,300 tons of fresh and fro- dard technique, 27 percent were
zen yellowfin tuna processed in the revived, compared with 51 percent
United States each year, with a tot- who received the Interposed
al value of $46.4 million. Moscoso Abdominal Counterpulsation, or

Slovenia could intensify the war by
provoking Serbia into trying even
harder to hold on to Serb enclaves
in other republics.
Serbia, long the dominant Yugoslav republic, has been hit hard by
sanctions imposed by the EC,
which considers it the aggressor in
the war.
The economic hardship and disenchantment has undermined support for Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic. In response, he has
toned down his hawkish stance and
embraced U.N. efforts to end the
war.
So far, financial experts have
estimated the wars cost at $16
billion-$20 billion, and the fighting
has destroyed the region's tourist
industry and curtailed foreign
investment.
A 13-day-old truce in Croatia
continued to hold today, and 50
unarmed U.N. peacekeepers arrived
on Tuesday to try to ensure its success. If the truce does not collapse,
the United Nations will send up to
10,000 peacekeepers.
The EC _move had been
expected. "It's official now," said
Belgian Foreign Minister Mark
Eyskens said in Brussels, headquarters of the EC.
But the 12-nation community
held off in recognizing two other

Yugoslay. breakaway republics, der disputes.
In the Slovenian capital, LjubljaBosnia-Hercegovina and Macedona, Foreign Minister Dimitrij Rupel
nia. Only Serbia and Montenegro
and Germany's special emissary,
remain committed to preserving
Klaus-Peter Klaiber, signed the
Yugoslavia.
protocol establishing diplomatic
Germany, Iceland, Ukraine, and
.
relations
recalready
have
nations
the Baltic
A similar document was to be
ognized Slovenia and Croatia, and
signed in Zagreb, the Croatia capithe Vatican recognized the heavily
tal, later in the day and Croatian
this
s
republic
Catholic
Roman
week. Austria, Britain, Belgium, President Franjo Tudjman was to
Denmark and Switzerland also address the nation. But the mood in
joined the list today. The United, Zagreb was generally somber as
States has held off on offering people hurried to work as usual.
"Why should I celebrate — does
recognition.
The EC nations, spurred by Ger- this mean we will -get our homes
many, agreed last month to recog- back?" asked Tomislav Braun, a
nize those Yugoslav republics refugee from the eastern city of
found to guarantee respect for Vukovar, which was practically
human and minority rights and destroyed in fighting before falling
promise to peacefully resolve bor- two months ago to Serbs.

Surgeons reattach teenager's arms;
both were torn off in farm accident
HURDSFIELD, N.D.(AP) — A teen-ager's arms were tom off in a
farm accident, but he used a pencil clenched in his teeth to telephone
for help and surgeons were able to reattach the limbs, relatives said.
John Thompson underwent surgery at a Minneapolis hospital
Saturday.
"He's critical for the next 10 days," said his sister, Kim Blotter of
Fargo. "His life is still in danger. The most the doctors are hoping for
is that he'll get the use of his arms. They don't think his hands will be
of use."
The family doesn't want the hospital's name published to keep down
the number of telephone calls.
Thompson, 18, a senior at Bowdon High School, was home alone
grinding feed for pigs Saturday when he got caught in a tractor's power takeoff unit. It ripped his right arm off at the shoulder and his left
arm off near the elbow.
Thompson staggered about 400 yards to his home.
"John tried to get in one door and couldn't," said Lynn Thompson,
an uncle. "So he went into the garage and opened the door to the
house with his mouth."
Once inside, he kicked in the door to the den, where he picked up a
pencil with his teeth and used it to telephone a nearby cousin's number
on a touch-tone phone.
Then he waited for help in the bathroom so he wouldn't bleed on the
carpets, the family said.
He remained conscious and probably didn't bleed to death because
of shock and the irregular shape of his wounds, Blotter said.
"The ambulance driver found the arms and packed them up," Lynn
Thompson said.
Thompson underwent six hours of surgery with one team of doctors
for each arm. he was wheeled out of surgery Sunday morning with a
pulse in both arms.
Their parents, Larry and Karen Thompson, have talked to John, who
is kept sedated. 'He answers by nodding his head," Blotter said.
Surgeons removed dead skin from the wounds Monday, and additional surgery is scheduled Thursday.

Study advocates new CPR technique

Mayflower ikotaa,
Restaurant
Hwy. 641 S., Murray, Ky.
(502)759-4819

Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat Chinese Dinner Buffet
5-9 p.m.

5.95
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Friday
n,Shrimp with Vegetables,
Chicke
BBQ
Soup,
Chicken Corn
Green Pepper Steak, Hot & Sour Chicken, Mixed Chinese
Vegetables, Ham Fried Rice, Vegetables Lo Mein (Soft
Noodles), Egg Rolls, Chinese Donuts, Salad gar and
Homemade Desserts.
Saturday
Spareribs,Cashew Shrimp, Beet
BBQ
Chicken Noodle Soup,
with Vegetables, Hot & Sour Chicken, Mixed Chinese
Vegetables, Ham Fried Rice, Vegetables Lo Mein, Egg Rolls,
Fried Won Ton, Salad Bar and Homemade Desserts.

abdominal thrusts, the researchers
said.
Twenty-five percent of those
who had the abdominal thrusts
lived to be discharged from the
hospital, compared with 7 percent
of those who received standard
CPR, wrote Dr. Jeffrey Sack of the
University of California at Los
Angeles.
The study appeared in the Jour-

nal of the American Medical
Association.
The researchers, however, said
more studies are needed.
They acknowledged that doctors
performing the alternative technique were extremely enthusiastic
about it and may have applied the
thrusts more forcefully — and thus
more effectively — than those
using standard CPR.

JANUARY
WHITE
SALE
On Every Color Of
In Stock CARPET

SALES TAX PAID
Carpet World will deduct an amount equal to Sales Tax
(7 3/4%)on any Carpet Pad or Area Rug Purchase that totals
$100 or more thru Jan. 25, 1992
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BEST PRICE*
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1500
Sell For Less!
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Hwy. 641 Puryear, TN. • TOLL FREE TN 1-800-264-4941
8 mi. S. of Murray, Ky or 14 mi. N. of Paris, Tn.
Mon.-Sat. 8 til 5 p.m.

10 Minute Oil Change
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(502) 759-1529

Ross Insurance Agency
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Compare Our Price & Coverage
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
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9-5:30
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Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7;

GREAT PRICE
SUPER VALUE

TROY-BILT® Tractors
Quality you can see...
Versatile, hardworking and affordable, too!

1799
I2HP Gear

14 36

Mowing Deck

• New Mulching System "recycles" clippings, leaves!
• Tight, 22" turning radius cuts down on trim work!
• Also with foot-controlled hydrostatic drive!
• Built to be the last tractor you'll ever buy!
•
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CELEBRITIES
ROSEANNE ARNOLD: Strong
support from husband Tom 'Arnold
will help Roseanne over another emotional family hurdle in the spnng.
CLINT BLACK AND LISA
HARTMAN:Lisa Hartman will introduce her new hasband,Clint Black, to
acting - which is only one of Clint's
hidden talents.
JOHNNY CARSON: Johnny Carson may take an unexpected leave
from "The Tonight Show" after a
personal shock - which may happen in

full view of his TV audience. Mr. world
NEIL PATRICK HARRIS: The
Carson will return to TV with a new
problem of looking for love
youthful
format in 1993.
wrong places will lead Neil
the
all
in
JODY FOSTER: Jody Foster will
to a bit of notonty this
Harris
Patrick
be hiding a broken heart behind the
winter.
the
in
aura of her skyrocketing career
EVANDER HOLYFIELD: 1992
spring. Jody will get a tremendous
be a banner year for Evander
will
boost later in the year when she
Later in the year, Evander
field.
Holy
Award
receives another Academy
his title in a thrilling bout
defend
will
nomination.
soil.
foreign
on
MELANIE GRIFFITH AND DON
L JACKSON: Reactions
MICHAE
have
will
both
Although
JOHNSON:
Jackson's latest hit
Michael
to
new screen projects, Melanie Gnffith
shock the reclucould
ous"
"Danger
t
will receive the megastar treatmen
edge of illness
the
to
this spring. Melanie's danng philoso- sive superstar
us musical
momento
A
winter.
this
phy of love will be quoted around the
event in the spring will bnng Mr.
Jackson the praise and devotion he
usually enjoys.
LARRY KING: Larry King will
need a post-holiday vacation to deal
with a bnef health problem or the first
rounds in a legal battle.
JERRY LEWIS: 1992 will be exciting but dangerous for comedian Jerry
Lewis. Despite problems. Jerry will
receive a tremendous tribute in late
summer.
Ica Rh and Fitness Ch.&
JOAN RIVERS: 1992 will consider a marriage proposal early in the
University Square • 759-9999

A New You For '92
Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

Premiere

a

mcDonald's
11®

BIG MAC®

with any size Fry & Drink.
753-5548

Murray

107 S. 12th St.

STOP il° SHOP SAVINGS SALE
FROM CoasttoCoast.
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takeover. Civil war threatens between
year, bathe best any suitor can expect presidency in 1992 will be only a
1996 and 1999.
prelude to a much more serious race in
is a "maybe."
POLAND,LECH WALESA: With
RANDY TRAVIS: mental and 1996.
in economic chaos, Lech
Poland
S
EVENT
AL
NATION
physical stress could take & toll on
fight to retain leader this
will
Walesa
basket
- The shocking news about
Randy Travis' health this winter. The
winter.
be
soon
will
Johnson
Magic
solid rock of his partnership with ball star
THE ROYAL FAMILY OF MOwife, Lib Hatcher, will keep Randy's echoed by another sports hero and an
With fewer tourists and more
NACO:
star.
international rock
career on tops.
tors looking for launinvestiga
bank
the
shake
will
riots
yer
Anti-law
TERRY WAITE: As I have predicMonaco will lose
money,
crime
dered
drastic
ted since his capture - even when there legal profession and force
this winter.
glitter
its
of
some
do
attorneys
way
the
were reports of his death - Terry Waite changes in
business.
is free. There is still danger from
AND
TODAY
RUSSIA
- A famous TV news achorman
unexpected sources When MI. Wane
ROW
TOMOR
will be on the unemployment line
publishes a book about his captivity.
- Communism will make a comwhen his network virtually abolishes eback in parts of the old Soviet Union,
NMENT
POLITICS AND GOVER
GEORGE BUSH AND BAR- the evening news program.
and military commanders will seize
- Despite protests from feminists, power in some regions.
BARA BUSH: Both President Bush
of
most
over
and the first lady will have a tempor- abortion will be illegal
- The collapse of the Soviet
ary recurrence of a health problem the country within a few years.
ent will endanger rare anigovernm
FUTURE
brought on by world tensions this YOUR ECONOMIC
in
Siberia and elsewhere, as
mals
- We begin the New Year with a
winter. Before the year is over,
shoot on sight_
poachers
hungry
s economy
another of George and Barbara's solemn warning: America'
texts, long
religious
Ancient
s
America'
children will have a problem with will remain weak until
st
authorities,
communi
from
hidden
character becomes strong. Only a
marriage.
light.
to
come
now
will
DAN QUAYLE: Vice President spiritual rebirth will bring us eco- Events in Russia in 1992 will
Quayle faces dangers at home and nomic renewal.
lly affect the American
dramatica
- A slight economic upturn in the
abroad in early 1992. A well-financed
ial
election - and will knock
president
president's popucampaign to replace him will gain spring will boost the
e out of the race.
leading
candidat
one
the
back
bring
not
momentum until the president de- larity, but it will
N: In January
YALTSI
BORIS
lost prosperity of the 1980s.
mands party unity.
is in danger of
Yeltsin
Boris
1993
put
will
- New government policies
- A sudden crisis in the Middle East
or other
attack
a
heart
work in the suffering
in late winter will force the president millions of people out of
sudden illness.
to consider assembling American 1990s.
THE GORBACHEVS: Mikhail
- Another shocking drop in high
troops.
Raisa Gorbachev will become
and
omen
- Personal scandals, reminiscent of school test scores will be a bad
through foreign publications.
wealthy
rest of
Gary Hart's unfortunate publicity in for the U.S. economy for the
1988, will know two or three pres- this century.
GREAT BRITAIN.
- Interest rates will stay low, and
idential hopefuls out of the running.
THE ROYAL FAMILY: Queen
- David Duke will get nowhere fast lower, during 1992. But this will not
Elizabeth will be confronted with
housing
in 1992. But, watch out for the future. be enough to get the U.S.
problems from nearly every member
Mr. Duke will eventually hold a high industry out of its current slump. of the royal family 8 1992 unfolds.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.
elective office.
Chief among the Queen's worries
- The tragic collapse of Yugoslavia
will
Clinton
Bill
Gov.
- Arkansas
be rumors of affairs involving
will
many years
be the chcoice of political pundits this - forecast for my readers
Prince Charles and Princess
both
months
In
winter until a powerful women's ago - is only beginning. the
Estrangement widens before
Diana.
in
d
bloodshe
lobby goads the governor to blunder. ahead, the terrible
the future monarchs reach a happier
- Virginia Gov. Douglas Wilder Croatia will be repeated elsehwere.
accommodation.
World
- President Bush's "New
will be a big winner in the 1992
The British royals will all be conin
halt
crashing
a
to
elections even though he will not Order" will come
of the Queen
1992. International events willrun out cerned about the health
become president.
spring.
by
Mother
- Former California Gov. Jerry of control, and rulers all over the
Brown will be double-crossed by globe will defy both the United States
PRIME MINISTER JOHN MApledged backers. By June he will and the United Nations.
JOR: British Prime Minister John
- Sudden events of 1992 will lead
throw his support to another candiMajor will be defending his political
to the withdrawal of all American
date.
future in the months ahead as ecoyears.
-The hottest political issue in 1992 troops from Korea within a few
nomic problems escalate.
- Before the aging rulers of China
will be foreign aid. The end of the line
MARGARET THATCHER: Extra
precautions in February and March
is in sight for the least-loved part of are able to gain Control of Hong Kong
in 1997, a revolt in south China will
could keep Britain's Iron Lady out of
government spending.
of
survival
the
for
hope
new
give
1992
enter
will
Bush
- President
danger from a hostile crowd.
utterly unprepared for the attacks of freedom in Hong Kong.
- Statehood for Puerto Rico will be
SCIENCE AND HEALTH
his opponents. He will be stunned by
by a new and more radical'
replaced
ns.
accusatio
- The "safe sex" campaign will
the severity of their
island
of
that
union
n
a
Caribbea
goal:
the
rock
will
Thousands of needless
ons
resignati
backfire.
- Protest
and Cuba, after Fidel Castro is
deaths from AIDS will be the result.
Bush Cabinei
- Tiny laser will take the place of
- Clarence Thomas,the newest and overthrown.
OF
PING
ER
MINIST
PRIME
Supreme
the
on
for millions of patients - and
justice
surgery
youngest
will actually "glue" broken bones
Court, will make a modest record in CHINA: Prime Minister Ping of
China must have extra security in May
back together.
1992.
a
- Families will be able to get lower
- Pat Buchanan's run for the and July when military minds plot
health insurance rates when one parent stays home with the children.
- Pollution of the oceans will make
Installation
some seafood risky meals. By the end
and Service
of the 1990s, the fish in our markets
will be raised in water ranches, like
cattle.
The most imPortant'cure • for
"Check Us Out."
alcoholism in the former Soviet Union will be a return to religion.
- Breakthrough in the tight against
cancer, AIDS and other diseases will
come from studying the immune
512 S. 12th St., Murray
system of fish and insects.
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Propane Cylinder

D&W Auto Glass Shop

1.96

Reversible
Cordless
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Drill

3/8

Count on Colemar tOr
Convenience and peak
performance with this new
larger 16 ca broOane
cylinder that gives you
more fuel than a standard
14 1 Cylinder Comes in a
disposable container It s
clear burning and packaged
according to federal
regulations 1311-67X

3199

Features 2 speeds200 and 500 rpm With
removable battery pack
and charger plus a
precision geared Jacobs
cnuc.k 72V 3•4-2031i
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Adhesive
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Toilet
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with traditional round styling Color
match bumpers plus top tightening
hinges White i404-001b
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Mr Cones
Filters
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most automatic drip
coffeemakers 50 per pack 061-43531

LJP

2' Wood
Step
Stool
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20 40
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HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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November was even more dramatic
— up from 13% to 97%.
Form 8300, "Report of Cash Payments Over $10,000 Received in a
Trade or Business" must be filed by
any business which receives more
than $10,000 in cash in a single
transaction, or one or more related
transactions. Since the form is usually
filed by businesses dealing in big
ticket items, the Kentucky sweeps
were conducted at auto dealers, realtors, individual contractors, and other

businesses dealing in large amounts
of cash.
Palzkill said he was "quite pleased
with the results, especially among the
businesses visited in November as a
follow-up to the January visit. A jump
from 13% to 97% in compliance
indicates the educational value of
conducting these sweeps."
The sweeps in Kentucky were part
of a nationwide effort during the
month of November. Future compliance checks will be conducted on
an on-going basis.

FOOD STORES

-6 p.m
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon
ers
Vouch
WIC
&
s
Stamp
We Accept Food
12th St. at Storey Ave.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Sedan

Easton's Dill

Shelby's

Pickle Slices

Fruit Cocktail
4 i
fr

99

32 oz.

Sea Maid Chunk

Ralston Saltine

List Price
Peppers Disc
Sale Price
Rebate

Tuna

Crackers

Stock #92044
*3.1 Liter V-6 Engine
*Automatic w/Overdrive
*Sportwheel Covers
*Air Conditioning
*Cruise Control
*Tilt Wheel
*Floormats - Front & Rear
*60/40 Cloth Split Bench
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IRS 'sweeps' say state is high
Louisville — William E. Palzkill,
District Director, announced today
the results of compliance checks
conducted by the Internal Revenue
Service in November. Sweeps conducted of businesses dealing in large
amounts of cash found that, of those
businesses required to file Form 8300,
62% did in fact file the required form.
This is up from a 13% compliance rate
found in a similar sweep in Kentucky
in January 1991. The increase among
businesses visited in both January and
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$15,606.00
2,175.98
$13,430.02
-500.00
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16 oz.49
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Ralston Snackers
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6.9% APR Available in
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1992 S10 Pickup Tahoe

Stock #92090
*2.5 Liter Engine
*Overdrive Transmission
'Tilt Wheel w/Intermittent Wipers
*Tahoe Equipment
*Air Conditioning
*Chromed Rear Step Bumper
*Sliding Rear Window

$10,661.00
List Price
953.47
Peppers Disc
$9,707.53
Sale Price
-1,000.00
Rebate

1992 Oldsmobile 88 Royale

(

Stock #92172

*3800 V-6
*Automatic w/Overdrive
*55/45 Split Bench Cloth Seat
*Power Windows
*Power Door Locks
*Cruise Control
*Tilt Wheel
*Rear Window Defroster
*Power Driver Seat

$20,502.00
2,400.12
$18,101.86
-1,000.00

List Price
Peppers Disc
Sale Price
Rebate

2.9% APR Available in
Lieu of Rebate
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Backers have faith, hope in charity bill
'

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Senate committee has approved a
bill to sanction a particular form of
charitable giving.
The bill involves chantable gift
annuities, which give the recipient
instant cash and the donor a source
of income.
They were for many years a vital
part of fund raising by non-profit
groups in Kentucky, said Richard
Carnes, executive director of the
Kentucky Baptist Foundation.
Unfortunately, they were found
to he illegal, Carnes and others told
he Senate Banking and Insurance
Committee on Tuesday.
A Department of Insurance legal
opinion issued in June 1990 said
charitable gift annuities run afoul
of the Kentucky Insurance Code.
Since then, a lot of prospective
doriors have. shied away from making that type of gift to a favorite
chanty, supporters of the bill said.
It is an arrangement in which
iionated money is invested, and the

donor is paid a stipend from the
earnings.
Most donors are not wealthy and
could not donate without that
income, said Tumcy P. Berry, a
Louisville attorney representing the
Salvation Army and several charitable foundations.
Eric Graniger, an attorney for
the Presbyterian Church USA and
the iPresbyterian Foundation, told
the committee of a Louisville
woman who wanted to give
S20,000 to her church's program
for the elderly.
Her church said it could not
accept the money because of the
Department of Insurance ruling, he
said.
Berry said Kentucky law defines
the arrangement as insurance — a
payment resulting from a specific
contingency.
'In a nutshell, insurance cannot
be done by anybody other than an
insurance company. The Presbyterian Church is not an insurance

CORN AUST:IN:

75%
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Berry said the annuities would
not be attractive because "you
can't make enough money quick
enough."
Sen. Susan Johns, D-Louisville,
a sponsor of the bill, said charitable gift annuities were used in
Kentucky for at least 30 years until
the Department of Insurance ruling
in 1990.

he said.
The bill by Sens. Susan Johns
and David Karem, both Louisville
Democrats, would exempt charitable gift annuities from the insurance code.
But two Committee members —
Democratic Sens. Tim Shaughnessy
of Louisville and Tom Smith of
Sonora — said they feared it would
create a fund-raising gimmick for
the unscrupulous.
"What if Jimmy Swaggart was
selling these things?" Shaughnessy
said, referring to a fallen television
evangelist.

company,"

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Dr.
Floyd Poore says he will reveal his
political plans next Wednesday.
and the plans appear to be a run for
Congress in the 4th District.
"I don't think he'd be making
an announcement if it wasn't going
to be positve," Poore ally Bill
Verst told the Kentucky Democratic State Central Executive Committee on Tuesday.
Poore unsuccessfully sought the
Democratic nomination for governor last year. The 4th District scat
is now held by Republican Jim
Bunning.
Poore said Tuesday he would
make his announcement in Ashland, which was added to the 4th
by redistricting, and in his native
northern Kentucky, which dominates the district. Bunning, of
Southgate, is also a native of the
area.
"Everything that's come to me
at this point is overwhelmingly
positive," Poore said when asked
if he is all but certain to run.
Poore held his first mass organizational meeting Monday night at a
northern Kentucky hotel. He and
Verst said the crowd of about 200
included people from all but one or
two of the district's 24 counties.
The district runs from Lawrence
County in the east. to Oldham
County in the west. It no longer

includes part of Jefferson County,
so its voting patterns have become
significantly more Democratic.
Vcrst said the crowd at the meeting included two Republicans who
were such close allies of Bunning
that they were former GOP chairmen for the district — Dr. Herb
Booth, Poore's former medical
partner; and Eric Deters, the young,
maverick party leader who resigned
as chairman last year after he and
Bunning fell out over last year's
primary for governor. Booth said
he attended only as a friend; Deters
said he will support Poore if he

Antibodies may
hold key to cure
for AIDS; doctors
to begin study

Prices as 01 9 AM

runs.

Poore discussed the congressional race last week with Gov. Brereton Jones and state Democratic
Chairman Grady Stumbo. Both
indicated Tuesday that he will get
strong support from Jones and the
party.
Jones told a group of Democratic
state legislators Tuesday night that
Bunning "deserves a whipping
about as much as Larry Hopkins,"
the state's 6th District congressman
whom Jones beat in the governor's
race.
Intestments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Company

BOSTON (AP) — Encouraged
by new research in chimps, doctors
plan to sun a major study soon to
see whether high doses of antibodies can prevent the spread of
AIDS from mothers to babies.
The chimpanzee studies show
that purified doses of antibodies
taken from people who are infected
with HIV can prevent the animals
from getting the infection, even
when they are exposed to large
doses of the AIDS virus.
The antibodies, called HIV
immune globulin, or HIVIG, are
derived from the blood of outwardly healthy people who are infected
the AIDS virus. They are concentrations of antibodies that kill the
AIDS virus in a test tube.
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THANK YOU
to
CLEAVER CONSTRUCTION

Max Cleaver, Ronnie Harrison and Clarence Pritchett
for responding to our emergency
on Saturday and Sunday
306 Main St.
759-4979

athi AAA/

Seifert, Daysha Hooks, Devany
Hooks, Tera Warren and Chelsey
Stamps.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Opha Krcwson and husband,
Floyd, Murray, Mrs. Irene Cooper
and husband, 011ie, Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Jean Bahr and husband,
Frank, Houston, Texas, and Mrs.
Reba Hendon and husband, Ruplc,
Ri 3, Mayfield; two brothers, Kelton Rogers and wife, Freda, Rt. 1,
Murray, and Ronald Rogers and
wife, Janice, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky
Cunningham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Marie Rogers Jewell, 54,
Rt. 1, Almo, died Tuesday at 5:43
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Hardin
Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 10, 1937, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Virgil Rogers and
Irene Mayfield Rogers. One sister,
Patrick Watts, the department's Mrs. Velma Miller, also preceded
general counsel, said the agency her in death.
did not object to the bill because
Survivors include her husband,
"there are generally no problems Preston A. Jewell, to whom she
with these annuities."
was married on Jan. 26, 1957; four
daughters, Mrs. Cynthia Jean Jones
and husband, Steve, and Gail Marie
Jewell, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Sheryl
Lynne Hooks and husband, Ronnie,
Hardin, and Mrs. Darla Gwen Warren and husband, Allen, Nashville,
Tenn.; five grandchildren, Shauna

Poore to reveal his
political plans
after one week delay

I HOG MARKET

Mrs. Marie Rogers Jewell

Ill Mott V. L

Oc.• Moto NTS( •••I SOC

Hardy Cheatham
Funeral rites for Hardy
Cheatham will be Thursday at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. O.D. McKendree
will officiate.
Burial will follow Milburn
Cemetery at Milburn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Cheatham, 94, Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton, died Tuesday at 6:15 p.m. at Murray-

Calloway County Hospital.
A retired railroad employee, he
was a member of Union Hill
Church of Christ, AARP and
BRCA.
His wife, Mrs. Blanche Sams
Cheatham, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Juanita Watts, Milburn, and
Mrs. Jane Taylor, Fulton; one son,
Bob Cheatham, Hickory Valley,
Tenn.; five grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

J.V. Pea
Services for J.V. Pea will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Harry Yates will officiate.
Burial will follow in Bazzell
Cemetery in Calloway County with
military graveside rites to be conducted by American Legion Post
No. 26 of Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Pea, 67, of 1043 Wilford St.,
Mayfield, died Monday at 7:55
p.m. at Community Hospital there.

His wife, Mrs. Virginia Lee Carroll Pea, preceded him in death.
Born May 5, 1924, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
A.V. Pea and Virginia Lee Scott
Pea.
He is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Neva Stevens, St. Louis. Mo.,
and Mrs. Clara Hill, Momence, Ill.;
two brothers, L.G. Pea, Farmington, and Roy David Pea, Fort
Myers, Fla.; three nieces; six
nephews.

Kitt Carson Green
The funeral for Kitt Carson
Green was today at 11:30 a.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Pans, Tenn. The Rev. Warren T. Sykes officiated.
Nephews and friends served as
pallbearers. Burial was in Hendon
Cemetery in Stewart County, Tenn.
Mr. Green, 73, Cadiz, died Monday at 4:10 a.m. at Jennie Stuart
Medical Center, Hopkinsville.

He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Moss, Ridgetop,
Tenn.; one son, Charles E. Green,
Purycar, Tenn.; four sisters, Mrs.
Lurline Shaw, Murray, Mrs, Eddie
Clayton, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Margaret Monroe, Carmichael,
Calif., and Mrs. Mary Orr, Gleason, Tenn.; one brother, Roy E.
Green, Walnut Creek, Calif.; three
grandchildren.

Survey: pocketbook issues
take over for many voters
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
economy and jobs arc the top anxieties of nearly two-thirds of
American voters, according to a
poll released today.
Republicans deserve most of the
blame for the nation's poor economy, said 44 percent of the
respondents, while 19 percent
picked the Democrats as the political party most responsible, the poll
said.
But when voters were asked
which institution was most responsible — the Republican White
House or the Democratic Congress
— both branches took equal heat,
being targeted by 33 percent each.
Another 17 percent said both institutions caused the mess together.
The poll, which surveyed 1,000
registered voters from Dec. 11-13,
was a joint effort by Republican
pollster Ed Goeas and Democratic
pollster Cclinda Lake. It had a margin of error of plus or minus 3.1
percentage points.
In the poll, 94 percent said they
considered themselves middleclass. Democrats in Congress were
seen as being pro-middle class over
President Bush by a 2-to-I margin,
49 percent to 24 percent, the poll
showed.
Today's findings were the sec-

ond in a series of "Battleground
1992" surveys Goeas and Lake
were conducting.
"The vast middle class exposes
fertile ground for Democrats," said
Lake. "The Democratic message of
concern for the average American
and the 'squeezed' middle class
will resonate strongly in today's
economic
threatening
environment."
But Goeas noted that a June
survey they did showed just the
opposite — that by a 2-to-1 margin, Republicans were considered
more likely to belp the middle
class, he said.
The perception of who's going to
help the middle class reversed
itself during four months of Bushbashing and Republicans sitting on
the sidelines, Goeas said.
The December survey found 64
percent view the economy, joblessness and other pocketbook issues
as their top concern. Twenty-four
percent put "lifestyle" issues such
as education, crime and drugs at
the top of their anxiety list.
That marks a dramatic turnaround from June, when more people
— 46 percent — were concerned
about lifestyle issues and just 39
percent listed the economy as the
top concern.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whonvhat/whore questions
about your new city?

1989 Geo Metro
4 Door, Red, Auto,
Air, 28xxx Miles

As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your now
neighborhood. And more. Call...

-/{TeignAiira

PAI

Hewes eater+ Were 7133076
Helene Moberg King •112454111
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DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
F:VI P1.01 MENT
180
Wanted
Help
200
Situation Wanted' 210
Business Opportunity 220
Instruction
260
380
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

020
025
030
040
'050
060
090
100
110

FARMERS MARKET

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

410
540

560
570
240

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & R'adio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

Notice

Nodes

753-1916

Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
for any error The
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
ect insertion Any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible-fur only unncorr
should be reported immediately so corrections can/he made

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

'Effective Jan 2, 199;

Display Ads
Run.
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd
'All 3 Ads Must Run %%thin 6 Day Period ,
61 50 per Column inch extra for Tuesday

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Days
Rental

120
230
250
290
530

Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
%Vont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360
270
365
420
430
940
450
460

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

'

2"

3"

4"

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

470
480
485
490

495
500
510
520

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

35.00

40.00

2

6.00

16.00

24.00

32.00

40.00: 48.00

56.00

64.00; 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00'

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

200.00
60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00

Help
Wanted

For Sale

90.00 100.00

2i4 per word 6.5 00 minimum tat day
l consecutive day
r.ie per wutd per day for each additiona
ds go into Shopping Guide /
Classifie
(Toes
shopper
for
extra
50
61
62 00 extra for 1,I,d te.x ode

260
Sports
Equip/viers

Articles

45.00 50.001

5.00

200

150

7'

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Boztts gz Motors

I

5" 1 6"

1

TRANSPORTATION

060

020

020

010

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

MERCHANDISE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010

Classified

PA(;F: 9B

Mobil*
Homes For Rent

1 or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
1900 sq. ft. of storage
150' BROWN indoor/ SOLO FLEX with butterfly
in
Mobile Home Village
ion
extens
leg
new,
and
g,
space or work shop.
carpetin
outdoor
MEDICARE
Gas or electric heat central
bike. $35 753-3506, leave message
Electricity, gas heat,
Exercise
$100
Attention
NT
LEME
SUPP
air, appliances and water
ms and loadl for
restroo
Whirlpoo
tic
Therapeu
Parents
INSURANCE
furnished Coleman RE
ing ramp.
bathtub, $35 759-4132
210
If you have been apNo age limit
753 9898
Call Allison Photography
MALE RNA/CMA, exper- 24' ASHLEY fireplace into apply.
any
by
753-8809
proached
Firewood
6
753-986
pets
No
2BR
t
Excellen
ienced in long term care, sert with blower
Our most popular
school authorities to
5
will sit or care for elderly or condition $150 753-081
FIREWOOD for sale, Oak SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
plan pays up to
after 6pm
put your child on
and Hickory Cut to order electric or gas Walking disdisabled References
100% of Medicare
310
759-9367
474-8086, daytime
tance to college 753-5209
AURORA Pizza Magic
!Lan.Ruse c,all Bob
s
Christcharge
iated
ed
unapprec
AN
Approv
Want
8 after 5 30pm
753-980
$450
to
Earn
Open all year at 5pm
RS
LABORE
compu.
mas gift, Lifecyde
Klesau at 753-4226
(many policies pay
WILL do house cleaning
To Rent
several
Closed Mon and Tues
300
train,
OBO
wkly. Will
ter exerciser $900
A FIREWOOD for sale
Call after 7pm 753-1016
only 20%). We even
8 1 1 9 ,
Business
4 7 4
openings Also part-time
753-1292.
437-4667
on office calls
Hair
pay
MOBILE home or small
Family
my
in
Conoord
toddler
keep
NEW
9-3804
WILL
1.800-64
Pintails
1-800-551-1545.
house in country
Fibergand other out of hosseaor
Door
Perfect
green
E
MSU
OD,
Station is now open
GARAG
FIREWO
home near
759 9712
LOOKING for professional for parent-student
pital expenses. For
lass, 16x7', has been soned 753-5476
8 00am-8 00pm, MondayARE you operating your
office cleaner, approx
painted, all hardware goes,
Friday, 8 00am-2 00pm
free information
$35/week 753-7244
Main 111ZI 'N 111
Delivered, business at your kitchen
3,000 sq ft Respond to
We are we4corn489-2538 after 4pm or FIREWOOD
$75
Saturday
Call:
IlaisD103
$30 436-5598
table? We have an office for
P 0 Box 350, Murray
Apsrunonts
leave message
ing Lisa Allen Mattox to the
ion
Jerry McConnell
SdkIK1011VD
you. Professional recepexpen9yrs
has
For Rent
She
We
for
sale
shop
OD
Business
FIREWO
have exnce
Must
IC
Insura
lapMECHAN
286
le
IBM Compatib
you tionist services provided
$20
ty
long
ence and specializes in foil
year
all
Opportuni
cut
engines
small
in
99
perience
floppy,
5753-41
top computer w/3
services avail- 1BR, close to university
color and spiral perms Call
haul, $25 I haul Call Gary and other
Send resume
tractors
1MB
and
drive,
local
hard
"free
20MB
e prices for and hospital Some utilities
potential
year
at
affordabl
PER
t
able
at
$100,000
tor your appointment
Lawrence. 489-2030,
to P.O Box 1415, Murray. Vending Buffered Aspirin. memory, back lit screen
753-4012 or
claim service"
the small business person paid
7
436 2714
489-249
Phone 762-2457
Ideal location near shop- 753-8756
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- You can start with less than $700
ping centers, banks, post 1 OR 2br apts near downINGS. NEED a job? A $7,500. Call FAST PHAR- LARGE assortment of OAK, no bark $20 picked
050
office Call 753-4000
GED? Hope for the future? MACEUTICAL, 24HRS. sports cards and non sports up Murray 436 5560
town Murray 753-4109
Lust
may qualify if . You do 1-800-253-7631.
You
price
one
for
All
cards.
,
property
CIAL
COMMER
And Found
220
not have your GED Of high
Serious inquires only,
917 Coldwater Rd For- NEWLY decorated apart110
$200 REWARD for return school diploma; 'You are
Rent-A-Car
492-8170
merly Juanita's Florist De- ment near university 2br,
Musical
will
of male, blonde Cocker between the ages of 16 &
posit and references re large livingroom and utility.
SIMM111111.13
MIL.
515 S. 12th St. 753.2255
NAIRES
MILLIO
Buy
This
E.
0
To
E
an
are
We
Spaniel, named Dandy
21.
Re- quired Terms and lease Stove, refrigerator, disLIONAIRES, PANG - BABY Grand Piano
Lost New Concord area, project is funded by the
hwasher furnished, w/d
built, refinished, very nice negotiable 753-6069
the piece o
by
ES
ANTIQU
BACK
IS
CANDY
BURN'S
12/31/91 436-2969
Western Kentucky Private
hook-up No pets Deposit
753-9433 IN MURRAY. Charlie's Delivered and tuned
Call
ns
collectio
on
FOR rent for storage
Industry Council- J T P.A
753-3882 days,
2
437-443
required
$3500
pup5pm
Beagle
Small
Down!
2
after
d
LOST:
Hande
.
be
to
Safe-T Pharmacy
Handmade
your lot, semi-truck trailers
Call J.T.P A Out Of School
after 6pm
753-0661
fun
spots
and
ent
w/black
White
entertainm
of
pies.
Give your friends an evening
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , CASH for mobile home MRS Wyant's delicious PIANO tuning and repair 753-4509
when you host a Longaberger Basket.* show in uur home
Near 2 miles N.W. of Kirk.
1
of
m.
759-966
woven
each
8a.m.- 11:30a.
tires $7-$12
Feel the quality and besot). of these baskets
homemade sourdough
soy around Swift road_ $50
hardwood maple' Each is handwoven one at a time by
527-2932
bread To oroer, phone
reward for return or infor- RADIOLOGY TECHNOAmerican artisans They re truly handmade to he handed
230
2
down
mation leading to return
LOGIST position available CASH paid for good, used 437-4467 or 753-726
For more information. call:
facility in progress rifles, pistols, shotguns
489-2841
New
NEW pastel hide-a-bed
liscsitanocus
Maryann On
Benefits and salary corn- Benson Sporting Goods, Queen size mattress and
Longa:sew Ilsalrasla Consultant
resume
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
peteftve Submit
519 S Hwy 641, Murray
060
(502) 4ir2-8556
box springs. Color TV, COINS and stamps make
invest,
presents
l
PERSONNEL, COMMUN- 753-1342
wonderfu
Help
both
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
TV,
black and white
ITY HOSPITAL, 206 WEST
ments and hobbies. We
Waled
1.
753-956
19'.
1960's
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
buying
cash,
SOUTH STREET, MAY- NEED
also feature proof sets,
COUNTER help for Auto FIELD, KY 42066 EOE/M/ G I Joe's Bill, 492-8103
Roofing and Welding
NEW Ruffled girls dresses
and
coin
silver dollars,
Parts Store, full-time Ex- PHA/
stamp supplies, foreign
cars and Sizes 12-18 mos, 3-4T
junk
for
dollar
TOP
perienced in automotive
Robert J.
coins and paper money
36 or Pinks, purple metallic
WE'RE looking for home- trucks 759-48
parts Send resume to
759-1142
today
$25-$40
selection
fine
our
See
2
436-532
Rutherford
P0.Box 688, Murray, KY makers who are serious
in Murray at Book Rack
about supplementing the USED and antique furni- STEEL BUILDINGS Year (Dixieland Shopping Cen42071
family income. Part/full ture, glass, tools, quilts end dose outs Save thou- ter) and Treasure House
FULL-TIME person needed time. 527-3893 or
sands $ 25x50, 50x100,
901-642-6290
(Southsicie Manor), also at
in Lawn & Garden Parts 442-1740.
40x60 Freddie, (502) Toonerville Trolly Antique
clean,
at
person
good,
in
buy
Dept. Apply
WILL
437-4702 Ends 1/31
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
Murray Home & Auto.
used, late model motor
0(10
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
and travel trailers WANG business computer
homes
Skietion
INDIVIDUAL needed imand Cissy's Gifts
(Aurora)
e
with
monitor,
Sales,
Complet
Camper
ad
2%
Arrowhe
than
less
• Medicare pays
Wanted
mediately who wants a
d, KY 42066 keyboard and printer, plus and Antiques (Fulton). We
Mayfiel
challenge, and considers
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
programs. 753-0516 after buy coins and stamps and
502-247-8187,
themself to be a creative CARING mother will watch
appraise estates CHRIST5pm.
less
children in her home Monand resourceful person
OPHER'S COINS
150
over
ans
Americ
ty!
• An estimated one in four
Community Hospital is a day thru Friday Excellent
Stained & Bleached Floors ,Our Special
753-4161.
155
Articles
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
107 bed acute care facility references. 753-8994
Dustless Equipment
Modern
For Sale
in Western Kentucky pre2S0
Awlensee
WANTED Alterations to do
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
Since 1954
furnace,
sently in the process of
Business
ced ASHLEY wood
Experien
home.
my
in
per year.
splitter
and dryer ExLog
washer
GE
BTU
building a new facility, from
100,000
%Mess
alteration lady new to the
cellent condition 753-4432
the ground up The
753-6156
* Medicaid, the government program for
area. 753-1379
Manager
5pm
you
after
after
Surgical
help
Medical/
es
Gilbertsville, KY 42044
the "poor" only provid
PRIVATE Investigator
will be responsible and acInvestiial
literally Impoverish yourself.
Confident
D.B.A
Serving the Entire Purchase Area
Licensed 25 Bed Facility
countable for providing
160
Southside Shopgations,
System
Patient Call
Home
leadership and developing
ping Center, Suite *102,
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
Central Heat & Air
the Med/Surg Unit Current
Furniehlreas
To
Guide
er
Murray, 753-2641
Consum
"The
of
copy
free
Fully Sprinkled for Fire Safety
RN state license required
living room suite
es
PIECE
Faciliti
2
Long Term Care Insurance."
Shop
r
/Barbe
experiBeauty
ent
managem
and
270
Excellent condition
Free Laundry Services
ence preferred Benefits
Mobil.
y
Therap
753-0331
al
Physic
IV,
Oxygen,
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
and salary competitive.
Homes For Sale
Therapeutic Diets
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
Submit resume to: PERANTIQUE oak 3 piece bedtype
house
glass
REGE
Rattan
12x50
SONNEL, COMMUNITY
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
room suite
HOSPITAL, 206 WEST
top dining table and 4 roof, large outbuilding
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
$4300 753-0253
SOUTH STREET, MAYchairs 753-5264
PATIENT CARE
TOTAL
-Kelvina tor-Emerson-Brown
Tappan
FIELD, KY. 42066. EOE/M/
All Licensed & Certified Personnel
BENCHCRAFT sleeper 1470 SPRING Arbor. 2br,
F/HN.
Repairs Are Guaranteed
*All
Box 38, Puryear, TN 38251
2 bath, utility room 2x6'
sofa, queen, multi-colored
insulated
7-3205
well
days,
901-24
and
12
walls
E
PHON
New 759-45
Partially furnished Must
753 6859 after 4pm
REGISTERED NURSES
to appreciate
see
BLUE floral couch and 437-4748
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
chair Like new 759-4880
1988, 14x70, 3br, 2 bath
Lourdes Hospital is now accepting applications for full-Lime,
BROYHILL, earth -tones, Nice home with lot and
al
Practic
ed
Licens
and
Nurses
constriped sofa Excellent
part-time and PRN Registered
extras 753-0218 or
dihon $150 753-8068
753-5592
Nurses. Eight and twelve hour shifts available.
FULL-Size mattress and 1990, 14x60 SUNSHINE
7:00
at
Night
ay
Lourdes Hospital Nursing units include:
Tuesd
Every
1/2 Price
frame, $40 753-4716 after 2br, 1 bath 759-2593
All GET USED
(Doors open at 6 001
Peds
Medical/Surgical
4 30pm
Surgery
1/2 Price
All Sweaters
3BR double-wide witwo
Oncology
Rehab
Knights of Columbus !fall
Ortho
KING size waterbed et out buildings on 1 acre of
n Road,
1/2 Price
Robertso
Johnny
to
woe
ories
94
KY
Access
All
Emergency Room
Neuro
bookcase, mirrored head- land New well, septic tank
mast
Road
Respiratory
south to Sq Haia Road. right on Sq Haas
with
single
Super
1/2 Price
Care
board
Progressive
All Bells
Critical Care
and water heater 6 miles
Emotional Wellness
753-5484
drawers
SeriY
CHARIT
TO
$17,000
GO
Surgery
town
EDS
ALL
Day
PROCE
from
Same
1/2 Price
Recovery
All Jewelry
Intensive Care
Murray
PO Box 1033
753 0466
SOLID black walnut dining ous inquiries only, 2-8pm
Dialysis
$299.00
Sofas
753-7040
suite Queen Anne style
Cir03 1925 Table, 6 chairs,
3 Piece Living Room Sulte..$499.99 to $599.99
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
buffet and glass cabinet
Specializing in mobile
Entenairrnent Centers AN On Sale...Starting at $79.3
Chairs need refinishing
home electric services 200
$700 753-2071 or 1512 amp $375 100 amp $325
$399.97
4 Pc. Bedroom Suite..
Johnson Blvd
435-4027
Frame
&
Set
Mattress
FREE
Get
You
&
SOLID oak China Cabinet
NICE 14x65 2br, 2 bath
of
hours
the
n
betwee
Buy
$20.00 Or More & Get A FREE Gift
person
in
apply
may
3
nts
753-466
applica
Like new, $500
Interested
with extras Very clean, prlis
Amaryl
ADMISSION: $2.00
3 Months Deferred Interest
iced reasonable For infor
7 AM and 4:30 PM, Monday-Friday, or contact
5 after
or
354-670
KY)
(In
call
78
90 Days Sem* As Cash
illation
FREE
633-11
12
1-800UNDER
or
77
REN
444-28
at
CHILD
Chandler, Recruiter,
Farm
6pm
Salo Ends Jan. 20th
Equipment
1-800-626-5435.
LABORATORY MEDICAL
TECHNICIAN position
available. New facility in
progress Benefits and salary competitive. Submit resume: PERSONNEL,
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL,
206 WEST SOUTH
STREET, MAYFIELD, KY
42066 EOE/M/F/HN

VCR Service
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

IN home Day Care, State
Certified for children up to 5
years Four miles North of
Murray off Hwy-641
753-0023.

imninirta

RJR HOME REPAIRS

91::"

(502) 753-0468

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

Sanding and Finishing
Bodeau Floor Co.
IMIMMEMMTIMMI

"Call Don":

McConnell
Insurance Agency

362-0160

APPLIANCE NEPA 1

PUR YEAR NURSING HOME

753-4199

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleallbritten, Inc.
GET USED WEEK

GUN, KNIFE, & BASEBALL CARD
SHOW

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42002
EOE

MARSHALL COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
DRAFFENVILLE, KENTUCKY
Saturday, January 18, 9 a.m to 5 p.m.
p.m.
Sunday, January 19, NOON to 5

TWO 6500 bushel grain
bins Both with blower, un
loading augars 1 with stir all Very reasonable
4.89-2813

'. •
•

MARSHALL COUNTY OUTLET
321

N

Main • Benton. KY 42025
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What if I got the
wrong tax form?

CLASSIFIEDS
'/EW 2br duplex located on
iorthwood Drive Call
'53 1266 between
•3 00am 5 00prn ask for
Paulette
NEWLY redecorated, 2br
yVashei dryer stove and
refrigerator furnished
Walking distance to MSU
and shopping centers De
required
Posit
301 642 8025 after 6pm
QUIET spacious country
iiying 2br duplex recerport
Ind outside storage Low
2 miles out 94W
Calf 753 7951 after 5corn

sale, 3BR 2 bath Irving room
dining room oak cabinets
ceiling fans beautifully de
HUDSON Company Sad
corated 1750 sq ft 24x24
dies Bridles & Horse sup
detached garage 3 miles
plies 753 4545 759 1823, East of Murray $53 000
753 6763
753 0954
for

HORSES
489 2476

Pets
Supple.
ADORABLE chocolate re
gistered Lab Retriever puppies Shots and wormed
$20dea 753 0815
AKC registered Doberman
puppies 753 8636

1AKING applicabons for
section 9 'ent subsidized
1partrno-s 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply HilIdale Acts
ca,l
c
Ky
3374113 El-.0

AKC registered Golden Re
triever puppies shots and
wormed, $75 753-4658

n
_PSTAIRS 2br
;•oorn kitchen tat den
li,rrishei in town
Lieposit reo.iired $200 me
'53 8809

HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or hOme
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray tor over
12yrs 4362858

DAISY Grooming Satur
day, by appointment
753-7819

ROTTWEILER pups for
sale or trade 489 2476

BRAND new home Beauti
ful wooded lot 3 Bedroom,
2 bath central gas HA
$79 500 Professional Real
Estate 759 1591 days
753 7955 nights
BY owner Charming older
2 or 3br home on comer lot
New central gas heat'
electric air Large rooms.
hardwood floors lots of
closets and built ins Large
den can serve as 3rd bedr000m $49,500 75.3-5461
FANTASTIC 3 or 4 bed
room home on 2 wooded
lots minutes from town
Central gas HA neatly decorated,large closets
workshop All for only
$89 500 Professional Real
Estate 759 1591 days
753 7955 nights

Pubk
wooded Sur
H A ap
:arport

Sae

r.4 1W

bat $375 Depost
pets
"0
7.-3 95E7

3BR

PARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer
P0 Box '49 Hazel KY
(502) 492 879613795 We
appraise and sell 1 all
.130

?PR tr ,ck
'A
3 g

Acpliances

Real
Estate

room

r

920 NORTH '8th St 2
bedrooms 1 oath carport
wid hook up All.kitchen
appliances furnished
$395 mo Call 753-1266
between 8 00am 5 COpm
ask for Paulette

KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
a'; prices
homes
753-1222 toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext
711L
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Bel kr Center
1 502 753 SOLD

NEAR hospital 3br, Irving
room diningroorn eat in
2 car garage with
shop space plus one addtior al heated garage
$550 mo
March 1
759 4132

Stereo Installation
753-01L3. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I Nock from MSl
dorms

1987 GMC Satan conver
sirxi van Loaded Pioneer
stereo 60xxx miles
4354446

For Rent
Or Liaise

NEW Snow Blades at
dealer cost l'ea for 85 87
Honda Big Red 85-87
TRX- 250
Honda
75342

2 bath co-co in Mur
ray for sale or lease
75-3 3293

3BR 14 bath Located in
Stella large lot 436 5835
after 5pm

All Types 01

Kitchen & Bath

.

.

•

Cabinets

see .•
•=.a.k• •-•

1968 CHEVY
759 4131

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive. automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

MEM =NIP

Smith
Masonry r.

complete foundation,
ciincrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
brick Fireplaces a specialty.
k, brick, stone,

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
I or 4 Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

DAVID SMITH

Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Addibons Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experence • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky 42025

PHONE.
502-437-3026

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
tion and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

$500

ENGER Custom Design
Carpets Specializing in in
laid and handcarved car
peong Rug binding and
fringing Free estimates
753 7614
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GALLOWAY Roofing Spe
cializing in new roofs, re
roofs, and tear otts
Guaranteed work
502-75.3-7941
GENERAL Repair plumb
trig roofing tree work
436 2642

1988 SILVERADO 4wd
753 9400 or 4354214 after
7pm

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 489 2267

1989 DODGE Dakota
White V-6, automatic psi
pb air, Extra sharp
753-5216
1990 XLT FORD Ranger
fully loaded $9500 or take
over payments 753 0237
Of 436 2092

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans foreign arid
domestic clear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 1215 753-5500

Used
Cws
1974 MONTE Carlo
350350 turbo Solid body,
runs strong a/c. stereo
rally wheels 753-8165 at
ter 6pm

•

DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years ex
perience Written guaran
tee Local references
753 5812

1968 CHEVY step side
350 motor 492 8511 after
5pm 753-9899 after 7pm

ALL auto repair and sandblasting 759-4836 days
436-5322 evenings

Custom Woodworking

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

Used
Trucks

Motorcycles

2 OR 3 Bedroom house
Newly redecorated Lo
cated close to University
Low S30 s 753-8642

C UST 0011 WOOOWOR KJPC

R Us
CHIMNEYS
Licensed Sweeps Specie
hung in fireboxes chem
neys dampers general
borne improvements and
repairs All work guaran
teed Call Tim at 753 7350

1987 FORD panel van with
carpet V 8 overdrive fuel
injection, 77xxx miles pis'
am fm cassette
pb
chrome wheels running
boards Looks sharp runs
good $5900 436 2528
Can be seen across from
Rutile s University BP

370

1990 SUZUKI PM 125
753-8681 or 753 3358

CuStOiii KITCHEN CABffit ts

CHIM Chloe Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior outer! discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435 4191

1970 FORD Cargo Van
V-8 52xxx actual miles
good condition 753-6883
or 753 5461

REDt CEO: 1-amity room
Ind large master hedroorn exit
in Sect, walk-in closet, 2
baths. all major appliances.
drapes, timberline rod, brick
with sm'l trim, central 11/A
1663 Calloway Ave $59,000
753-1152 or 753-35a,

2BR frame in city Now
renting for $225 mo
759 9549

•

CARPENTRY Additions
carports decks cabinets
re modeling new houses
Free estimates 435 4125

1979 CJ 7 Jeep V 6 80x xx
OFFERS wanted 3 bed- 'miles red soli top. new
livinlarge
brick
room
Ores $1900 4892150
groom kitchen dining corn
bination 1 car garage Im- 1980 DODGE 4x4 brown,
short bed 318 automatic,
mediate possession
pspb air, new Grabber
Professional Real Estate
759 1591 days 753-7955 AP s $2900 759-9365
nights

2E1R 1 bath 3 miles North
of Murray or Coles Camp
ground Read 753-5484 —

3en

CAR

NEW on market 4br, for
mai dining room livin
groom eat in kitchen tam
.ly room, double garage
deck fresh interior 1715
$96 500
Plainview
759 4697

2BR 1 bath 5 moles South
of Murray Will rent
759-1934 after 5pm

SMALL 2br houte in Kirk
sey area Available after
15th 4892377

1991 TOYOTA Camry
Sunroof all power features
Excellent condition low mileage 753 6872 after 5 30

NEW on market. Gorgeous
3 bedroom. 2 bath ranch
home in Sherwood Forrest
Nicely decorated. built in
1989 A must to see Call
Professional Real Estate
759 1591 days, 753-7955
nights

Homes
Far Sale

'.-.
r'aLE professional pa
rent wishes to share large
'Ome and expenses
$.325.mo plus halt utilities
References and deposit re
quited 759 4992

1988 WHITE Cutlass Su
preme Classic V 8 auto
maw w/overdrrve alumi
num wheels. Pioneer ste
reo 27 xxx miles Super
sharp 435-4446

3BR, 2 bath sun room
fenced patio many extras
753-3488

310
•'

Serviess
Mond

SWAM
Offered

Homes
Fox Saki

Uvesieek
Supplies

-

5 11

530

370

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercal continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
Dons Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality V/Ofk Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436 5625

Boats
& Motors

PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24-hour emergency, same
day service 489-2525

144 FT Bomber bass
boat 55hp Nissan
753 4432 after 5pm

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

$20

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condi
ton $1000 Call James at
4354425

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753 8056

1990 SUNCRUISER Pontoon 70hp Johnson trailer.
REPAIR and refinishing all
fish finders Minnkota 765
types of furniture and all
trolling motor, runitm stereo
kinds of material and supcassette anchor 4 fishing
plies for chairs Chair can
chairs Irve well, Bimini top
492-8714
rang
Savalite ladder Ready to
go, bought new Jan 1991 LITWILLER Building Farm
435-4006 after 5pm
and residential set-up for
large projects Our busiout75HP EVINRUDE
built on quality
board motor Excellent ness is
382-2214
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

1979 98 REGENCY
4 -door, 350 $650
753-6692
1980 CUTLASS 435-4454
after 6pm
1980 REGENCY Olds ps
phv pil p/seats, air
cruise One owner for 10
yea's Good reliable tans
donation $1700 753-9400
after 7pm
1982 CADILLAC SeVille
58,000actual miles S4995
7 5335
1982 CAMARO Z28 Iroc
New motor paint and inter
Kg Sharp 437-4432
1982 GRAND Prix
f3rougharn V-6, all power
white, leather interior
753-0334 after 5 30pm
1986 CHRYSLER Fifth Avenue Gun metal blue, one
owner excellent condition
$5200 436-2151
1987 CELEBRITY Euros
port Loaded 38xxx V-6
$5600 Serious calls on'y
after 5pm 753-7671 leave
message
1987 DODGE Aries LE
Luxury model 4-door se
dan 2 5L motor, factory
stereo cassette most options good tires excel)
tonal condition Excellent
value for $2495 753-5249
after 5pm
1987 TAURUS, 85xxx
miles. 4 cyl $2800
753-1140
1988 DODGE Diplomat
4-door, loaded, clean and
good condition 753-9999

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5cirri 759 9816 753-0495

With the new year come new tax
packages. Beginning on Thursday,
Jan. 2, 1992, post offices across the
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting, siding, country began delivering over 110
million 1991 federal income tax packpainting, plumbing, con
vete Free estimates Call ages. You have either just received
474-2307
your package, or will be receiving it
ROGER Hudson rock haul
shortly. However, the Internal Remg gravel, sand, dirt, drive
venue Service says that the specific
way rock 753-4545,
tax return forms you receive in the
753 6763
mail may not be the best forms for you
SEWING machine repair
to file your tax return.
Kenneth Barnhill
The IRS says the return sent to you
753 2674
generally is based on the type of
SHEETROCK finishing, return you submitted the previous
textured ceilings Larry
year. However, changes in your perChrisrnan 492 8742
sonal tax situation could warrant your
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
using another, perhaps easier form.
Removal Insured with full
Generally, you should use the very
line of equipment Free esgreen Form 1040EZ if the
short
night,
timates Day or
753-5484
following apply:
—You arc single and under 65; you
T C Dinh Repair and Mainarc not blind; you claim no depentenance Electrical- Clean
mg Sewer 1210/1212 Main dents; your taxable income is less than
Street 753 6111 office, S50,000 and is only' from wages,
753-0606 after 5pm
salaries, tips, taxable scholarships and
THE Gutter Co Seamless fellowship grants, and certain interest
aluminum gutters, variety
income of $400 or less. Also, you
of colors Licenced, inuse the Form 1040EZ if you do
should
sured Estimate available
not itemize deductions, do not claim
759 4690
any adjustments o[ credits, and do not
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
any' taxes other than the amount
owe
cleaning
Center,
Service
servicing $15 most repairs from the tax table.
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Generally, you may use the short
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
pink Form 1040A if the following
Mon Fri , 753 0530
apply:
WELDING Portable weld—Your taxable income is less than
ing service truck bed
and is only from wages,
S50,000
swaps, dumpster repair,
and
security bars for doors No salaries, tips, taxable scholarship
fellowship grants, certain interest inlob too small Call nights or
leave message. 753-7161
come,dividends, pensions, annuities,
certain payments from IRA's, social
WILL do plumbing, installasecurity benefits and unemployment
tion and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355, 753-1134
compensation.
—Also, your only adjustment to
HADAWAY Construction
is for certain contributions to
income
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No yob too
small 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing. electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753 0596

How to Fish in Troubled Waters

shifts to the deuce of diamonds. You
East dealer.
don your thinking cap again and
Neither side vulnerable.
then put up the king. Granting the
NORTH
possibility that East might have the
•J 105
A-Q ofdiamonds,it is surely wiser to
V92
HAULING yard work, tree
play the king than the jack. You
removal mowing Free es•6
timates 759 1683
should not endanger the contract by
•A K 8753 2
playing the jack, because East is
EAST
WEST
INSULATION Blown In By
•K Q 98 2 virtually certain to have the ace of
Sears TVA approved + 74
diamonds for his opening bid.
▪ 1().84
Save on those high heating ?J,53
and cooling bills Call Sears •Q9854
When the king ofdiamonds wins,
• A72
753-2310 for free estimate •Q109
you next lead the jack of clubs, plan+6
ning to follow low from dummy if
SOUTH
KITCHEN CABINET REWest follows low. This play guaran• A63
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram fortees the contract even if East wins
'A K76
mica, all colors Free esti
the trick with the queen. In the
• K .1 103
mates Wulff s Recovery
actual case, though, West covers the
+J 4
Murray 436-5560
jack of clubs with the queen — and
The bidding:
you duck it!
GALLIMORE Electric East
South West North
Licenced for commercial 1*
The composite effect of your first
3*
PEWS
Dble
arid residential Free esti- Pass
three plays is that you wind up mak3NT
mates No lobs too big or
ing the contract. Your six club tricks
Opening lead — seven of spades.
too small 759 1835
in dummy are now more than the
Assume you reach three notrump
on the bidjiing shown and West leads defenders can cope with,and you are
the seven of spades. East covers sure to come home with at least nine
dummy's ten ofspades with the queen tricks.
But note that if you won the first
and the question is how to play the
spade lead, or failed to play the king
hand.
Clearly, your best move at this of diamonds at trick two, or took
point is to duck East's queen. If you West's queen of clubs with dummy's
won the trick, you would subject king at trick three, the outcome
yourself to the danger that West would be altogether different. You
might later gain the lead and return would fail to make three notrump
because you neglected to pass all
a spade through dummy's J-5.
After you duck the queen, East three critical tests.
Tomorrow: The battle for trump control.

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838

Your'Ad,
Could Be
Here
753-1916

NTINE
SURPRISE YOUR VALEValentine's
Day!
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on

!-.

f

C9X0%

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

Happy
Valentine's
To My
Sweet
Grant/mom
Love Ya

ANY remodeling painting
& roofing References
759-1110

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
penenoe Bobby Hopper
436-5848
I3ACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664
BLOCK. brick, concrete fin
tithing Basements foot
mg., garages, drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

A

Last, you should use the long blue
Form 1040 if the following apply:
—You have itemized deductions
that exceed your standard deduction
(certain exceptions apply to this rule)
and have adjustment to income or
credits that you cannot take on either
Form 1040EZ or Form 1040A; your
taxable income is $50,000 or more;
you had income such as capital gains,
self-employment earnings, and rents
or royalties; you itemize deductions
or claim certain tax credits or adjustments to income; and you owe other
taxes or claim certain additional payments.
Check the instructions in the tax
package you receive in the mail to be
sure you are using the correct form.
The IRS says a little such checking
could save you both time and money.
The IRS has also developed a
special package for taxpayers who
have difficulty reading the print in the
regular package. This new package —
the size of most daily newspapers —
has forms taxpayers can use as worksheets. The entries can then be copied
to a regular size form for filing. These
special, large print packages can be
ordered by taxpayers by calling the
toll free number and asking for Publication 1614 for Form 1040, or
Publication 1615 for Form 1040A.
IRS tax forms and instructions can
be ordered by calling toll-free 1-800829-3676, or by stopping by the IRS
walk-in office in Kentucky closest to
you.

Contract Bridge

AAA Additions Decks,
vinyl siding. carpentry
work, house and floor-level
wig, drive-ways. 40. years
experience Free esti
Call collect
mates
901-247-5173

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
plaice Works 753-2455

an IRA; your only credits are for child
and dependent care expenses, credit
for the elderly or disabled, and the
earned income credit; and your only
other tax is for advance earned income credit payments.

BT

love lines, along with a stamped,
more than
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
12th.
Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is Noon, Wed. Feb.
Just bring in $7.00 for a picture(one person only) names &

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916
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Looking Back

Today in History

yesterday at 9:15 p.m. at Barnes
James C. Knight, son of Mr. and
Twenty years ago
Ten years ago
351 days
are
There
1992.
of
ing
Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. He had
day
undergo
15th
is
the
Knight,
15,
of
Cecil
Jan.
high
average
Mrs.
all-time
An
Today is Wednesday,
Joseph Kursave, son of Mr. and
Training
sustained burns in a fire that
was recruit training at Naval
left in the year.
Mrs. Randall Kursave, has been $59.52 per 100 pounds
destroyed his home in Murray on
Ill.
Lakes,
History:
Great
23 Center,
Today's Highlight in
assigned to a seven months' tour of recorded in the sale of Type
King Jr. was born in
Luther
on
Martin
Jan. 2 and took the life of his wife,
Martin
leader
Albert
of
rights
home
civil
Murray
the
on
The
fired
tobacco
1929,
dark
On Jan. 15,
service with the Seabees, U.S.
of
Adelaide Houston.
morning
Market, according to 011ie Barnett, Ash Street burned the
Atlanta.
Navy, at Pureno Rico. He has been
Pvt. Willie D. Littleton has commarket.
for
13.
local
the
reporter
Jan.
On this date:
stationed at Oxnard, Calif.
crowned in Westminster
was
I
Army basic training with 3d
h
secretpleted
e
Elizabet
executiv
,
Johnson
Queen
were
Scouts
Boy
's
Three
James
Murray
England
1559,
In
Serving as officers of Calloway
Division at Fort Knox.
ComArmored
of
r
Chambe
given the Eagle Charge by U.S. ary of Murray
Abbey.
independence. County Young Adult Farmer Class,
their
declared
as officers of Dees Bank
icut
Serving
7,205
are
Connect
there
New
that
of
ield
reported
A.
Frank
Stubblef
sman
merce,
people
Congres
In 1777, the
by Johnny Stockdale, arc
taught
.)
Vermont
of
Darwin N. White, J.G
are
state
Of
Hazel
of
the
County.
families in Calloway
(The tiny republic later became
Mark Paschall, Thomas Murdock, at an Eagle Court of Honor by Boy
charter from the
its
received
Marshall, Bertha B.
J.M.
Dame
autoErwin,
one
own
Notre
3,841
of
,
ty
n
families
at
First
Universi
Christia
these
In 1844, the
Jamie Potts, Brad Cook and Danny Scout Troop 77
Myrtle N. White.
l
and
Marshal
iles
automob
two
own
1,290
Lynn
Rogers,
were
mobile,
They
Church.
Indiana.
state of
Kingins.
the first
for
donkey
a
as
ted
Bank of Murray at
of
the
represen
Assets
autowas
more
or
Party
three
In 1870, the Democratic
Births reported include a boy to son of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G. and 185 own
Weekly.
on Dec. 31,
Harper's
of
business
in
1,237
close
the
only
Nast
total
Thomas
the
Dr.
Of
.
of
son
,
by
mobiles
Alan
Lemons
Rogers,
time in a cartoon
Mrs. Scott Marvin, Jan. 2,
and
the
Mr.
for
d
publishe
were
500,34
ll
$7,374,
basketba
at
listed
were
1951,
of
have no automobile.
In 1892, 100 years ago, the rules
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary and Mrs. Dale Lemons, and Robert
ed.
originat
game
the
d
report.
to
where
in
publishe
its
boy
a
Mass.,
include
reported
eld,
Mrs.
Births
Underwood, son of Mr. and
first time in Springfi
Taylor, Jan. 7.
Paderewski became the first preRobbie Washer, M.B. Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. James Conrad Boyd,
In 1919, pianist and statesman lgnace
ll games, Lyle Underwood.
basketba
school
high
In
Poland.
of
Lassiter, Anne Wood and
Charlie
republic
Jan. 10.
Danny Ray Todd, son of Mr. and
mier of the newly created
both the Murray High Tigers and
Mohandas K. Ganded
succeed
were members of a
Nehru
at
Redden
al
Murray
Mable
Jawaharl
of
Bank
the
of
returned
ago,
Assets
has
Mrs.
Kennie
years
Todd,
In 1942, 50
Lady Tigers beat the Calloway
Party.
nal Help or
Educatio
31,
on
"The
Dec.
panel
on
business
of
of
tour
a
close
ing
the
after
home
complet
Lakhi as head of India's National Congress
ng County High Lakers and Lady
attempti
for
prison
in
life
TV" at a
and
to
Radio
on
ed
ce
,087.65
sentenc
Hindran
$15,360
was
at
Moore
1961, were listed
In 1976, Sara Jane
ers. High team scorers were Ronnie duty with the U.S. Army. A SpeSchool
High
Kirksey
o.
of
Francisc
meeting
San
in
report.
d
Ford
t
in
publishe
been
Presiden
its
had
he
in
4th
Class,
shoot
cialist
to
and Monica Green for Murray
Pace
State
Florida
at
cher
students
t-Tea
,
Paren
of
Bowman
t
Unit
Forty years ago
for the past 131/2 months.
In 1978, Lisa Levy and Margare
(Theo- and Keith Lovett and Rachel Lamb Korea
house.
sorority
their
in
d
died
ion.
murdere
40,
Associat
,
were
Houston
see,
E.
Hal
Tallahas
Dr.
University in
Thirty years ago
for Calloway.
d.)
dore Bundy was later convicted of the crime and execute
Miami
in
In 1983, reputed underworld patriarch Meyer Lansky died
81.
age
at
Fla.,
Beach,
died in
did the right thing, but don't be tating vibrations ofsomeone's stereo
Ten years ago: Pulitzer Prize-winning sports writer Red Smith
- DEAR ABBY: I have been going because we fought too much.
who lives adjacent not necessarily
76.
age
at
Stamford, Conn.,
Do you think I did the right thing surprised if immediately after
with "John" for two years. I
steady
the
as
role
next door) to my apartment.
his
for
John
known
others,
you start dating
Five years ago: Entertainer Ray Bolger, best
love him and he says he loves me. I in breaking up with him? Or should comes back with a serious comStop at any red light, and you are
Los
in
died
Oz,"
of
Wizard
"The
musical
ready?
he's
until
I just hang in there
Scarecrow in the 1939 MGM
am 30 and he is 32.
to bejoined by a vehicle that is
likely
t.
mitmen
WAITING FOR A RING
John wants me to date only 'him
Angeles at age 83.
y "jumping" with raucous
literall
deadline and nobody else. I had hoped it was
One year ago: With hours remaining before a United Nations
music.
y
NG:
de
Nobod
Perez
DEAR WAITI
about time we got married, but he
Yes,lam an older person(60), but
for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait, U.N. Secretary-General Javier
troops and says he is too young and is not ready knows John better than John,
d that my hearing would
expecte
I
as
feel
ever
Do
you
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. A month ago I
underwent laparoscopic cholecystec
tomy. My doctor said I had no stones
in the gallbladder or bile duct, only
that the gallbladder was full of sand.
Was the surgery necessary for removal of the sand?
DEAR READER Laparoscopic
cholecystectomy, a new procedure
during which the surgeon removes
gallstones through a special tube
(rather than with standard surgery), is
attracting a lot of attention. Basically, the operation is quicker. safer and
less expensive than removing gallstones through the traditionarabdominal incision. Patients like the laparoscopic method because there is less
post-operative pain, convalescence is
shortened and scarring,is minimal.
With respect to your question. I
have to fudge because the answer depends on your symptoms. Gallstones
come in many sizes. I've seen stones
as large as a hen's egg, but smaller
stones, the size of rice-grains, are
common, too. On occasion, patients
will experience Marked symptoms of
gallbladder disease (such as abdominal distress, fever and jaundice) without stones at all; rather, their gallbladders are filled with a sandy
that seems to be more troublesludge
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DEAR VICTIM: Maybe they
don't build buildings like they
used to — but if neighbor noises
are truly annoying, report the
offending tenant to the manager
of your building.

Dr. Gott •
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At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find.

Large Selection

Pictures, Lamps
& Accessories

/2

Price

Sale Starts
Thursday 9 a.m.

No Payment
No Interest

Open Thurs. & Fri.
Until 8 p.m.

Till June 1992
With Approved Credit
$400.00 Minimum

2 Pc.Sofa & Love Seat, Conternporary Style, Mauve & Blue
Reg. $1399.95
Multi.

SLEEP SOFAS

BEDROOM

SOFAS
NOW

$500

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Country
Style Camel Back, Blue & Beige
Reg. $1,399.95
Plaid Cover

NOW

$500

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Traditional Style Attached Back,Blue
& Mauve Leaf
Design Cover Reg. $1,599.95
Lazy Boy Sofa, Traditional Style,
Cotton Floral Cover With Blue,
Black & Mauve Reg. $1,199.95

NOW

$500
NOW

$500

1 Camel Back By Hickory Hill, Blue
& Mauve Stripe Cover, Contrasting
Reg. $799.95
Arm Pillow

NOW

$300

1 Traditional Style Attached
Back, Teal. Mauve & Blue Plaid
Reg. $899.95
Cover
1 Chippendale Style By Fairfield, Burgundy & Green Stripe
Reg. $1.199.95
Cover

NOW

$350

4 Pc. Dresser & Mirror, Chest,
Headboard, 2 Drawer Nite
Stand, Washed Pine Finish by
Reg. $1,639.00
Lea

NOW

$800

4 Pc. by American Drew, Victorian
Style, Triple Dresser,Scroll Mirror,
Bed With Foot, Large Chest Door
Reg. $3,265.00
Commode
4 Pc. Oak Triple Dresser With
Mirror, Chest On Chest, Poster
Bed With Foot, 2 Drawer Nite
Reg. $1,669.00
Stand
5 Pc. Child's Group, Wicker
Look,1 Corner Desk,2 Bachelor
Chest,1 Mirror,1 Bookcase Top

NOW

1/2
NOW

$900
NOW

$400

4 Pc. Transitional Oak Triple
Dresser With Large Mirror,
Large Chest, Headboard, Nite
Reg. $1,619.95
Stand

NOW

NOW

$800

NOW
1 Genuine Leather Sofa By Hickory Hill, Coil Spring ConstrucReg. $1,995.00 $1,000
tion, Beige

1 Traditional Lounge Chair w/
Skirt, Solid Blue Cover by FairReg. $499.95
field

1 Traditional Style By Craftmaster, Beige, Mauve & Blue Stripe
Cover With
Reg. $899.95
Arm Pillows

2 Traditional Chairs by Fairfield,
Martini Cover w/Dress Maker
Skirt, Floor
Reg. $499.95 ea.
Samples

NOW

$350

1 Transitional Style By Fairfield,
Off White Cover,
Reg. $999.95
Slightly Soiled

BALDWIN PIANOS
NOW
Cherry Spinet Queen Ann
Reg. $3,195.00
Style

$2,295
NOW

Console Jraditional
Reg. $3,495.00

Pecan
Style

$175
NOW

$175 EA

$2,395
NOW

Acrosonic Console Cherry
French Styling Reg. $4,495.00

$3,495

NOW
2 Swivel Rockers by Best, Beige,
Reg. $329.95
Heavy Cover

$150

2 Queen Ann Wing Chairs By
Hickory Hill, Mauve Mini Dot
Reg. $449.95
Cover

NOW

1 Queen Ann Wing Chair, Shell
Carved Legs, Burgundy & Blue
Flame Stitch Cover Reg. $599.95
1 Lounge Chair With Skirt,
Mauve Cover
By Crattmaster Reg. $479.95

$150
NOW

$250
NOW

$200

NOW
Walnut
Style

Console Traditional
Reg. $3,495.00

$2,395
NOW

1 Baldwin Organ With All The
Reg. $2,295.00
Goodies

112
NOW

1 Oak Console Traditional
Reg. $3,595.00
Style

$2,595

Jamison
Bedding

All
Cochrane
Solid Oak

Dining /
Rooms

Firm

IN STOCK ONLY!

Good Selection

$299

Set
95Reg. Size

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

NOW

$400

1 Traditional Style by Stratford,
Attached Back and Innerspring
Mattress, Burgundy and Blue
Reg. $899.95
Cover

NOW

$450

1 Contemporary Style by Hickory Hill, Queen Size Innerspring
Mattress, Beige & Beige Plaid
Reg. $899.95
Cover
1 Queen Size Traditional Style,
Mattress, Blue,
Innerspring
Beige & Mauve Floral Cover With
Reg. $899.95
Arm Pillows

NOW

$400
NOW

$450
NOW

$175

MISCELLANEOUS
1 Cherry Hi Boy, 12 Drawer,
Beveled Glass Insert By LexingReg. $1,872.00
ton

FURNITURE

NOW

$900
NOW

I Daybed With Link Spring, Red
Reg. $169.95
Iron Finish
5 Pc. Solid Oak Dinette By Cochrane,4 Pressed Back Chairs,
Rd. Table Formica Top With
Reg. $1,214.00
Leaves

$75
NOW

$450
NOW

1 Oak Chest On Chest,5 Drawer
Reg. $429.95
By Lea

$220

3 Pc. Set Solid Oak Living Room
Tables, 2 End Tables With Drawer
Reg. $899.95
Tray Cocktail

NOW

$400
NOW

Student Desk & Chair, Washed
Reg. $499.95
Rattan Finish

$175

1 Glass Door Curio With Light,
Fruitwood
Reg. $299.95
Finish

NOW

$125

NOW
2 Brass & Glass
End Tables Reg. $229.95 Ea. $80 Ea.

Lazy Boy & Lane

Recliners
ALL SELECTIONS
REDUCED FOR
THIS SALE

Thurman's
208 Main St.

$450

NOW

NOW

$500

1 Queen Size Contemporary
Style With Innerspring Mattress, Black & Gray With SouthReg. $899.95
western Cover

NOW

1 Wing Chair W/Queen Ann Style
by Fairfield, Burgundy Mini-Plaid
Req. $499.95
Cover

CHAIRS

$600

1 Queen Size By Stratford, Traditional Style, Innerspring Mattress, Burgundy & Mauve Mini
Reg. $899.95
Plaid Cover

753-4834

FREE
DELIVERY

